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Prospective students of the Arabic language often find themselves faced with the problem of 

learning a vibrant, living language through the stultified rigours of grammar. This is especially 

true for those who learn the language to access the Islamic legacy to which it is the doorway. 

The problem becomes exacerbated when the student’s first brush with grammar happens in a 

language other than his first language. It reaches its zenith when the study of grammar is 

misrepresented as the study of the language itself. Furthermore, the texts through which 

grammar is traditionally taught tend to present technicalities to which the average student 

struggles to relate, and for which even seasoned scholars rarely ever experience a need. 

This book is an attempt to present the most basic aspects of Arabic morphology in an engaging, 

reader-friendly format that dispenses with superfluous intricacies and arcane terminology. 

Towards this end it willingly eschews technical precision. Together with Part 2 of this title, and 

its counterpart, Navigating Arabic Text on syntax, it aims to produce not a specialist in grammar, 

but a student equipped with just the required amount of grammatical theory to enable him or 

her to read a diacritically unmarked text. 

However, in learning Arabic, an exclusive focus on theory almost invariably results in an 

awkward stiffness in the way the language is appreciated and used. To avoid slipping into such 

rigidity, and to preserve the living dynamism of the language, this text should ideally be studied 

along with the companion volume prepared for it under the title Qiṭāf. Together, these texts are 

intended to convey the idea of language as the animated fabric into which grammar is 

thoroughly suffused. 

May Allah accept and bless. 

MT KARAAN 

23/4/1437 

3/2/2016 
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SECTION ONE 

Basic concepts 
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LESSON 1 

The problem of unmarked text 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No diacritics? 

To an aspiring student of the Arabic language, especially one who already possesses 

some fluency in reciting the Qurʾān, it might come as a bit of an uncomfortable 

surprise to learn that Arabic as a rule is written without those diacritical markings 

upon which we depend to vocalize the letters of an Arabic text: the fatḥas, ḍammas, 

kasras, sukūns and tashdīds.  

A typical Arabic text, in fact, looks very much like the above extract from Raḍiyy al-

Dīn al-Astarābādī’s commentary on Ibn al-Ḥājib’s famous work al-Shāfiyah on 

morphology. It is to be expected that a beginner would find the prospect of reading a 

 

اعلم أن التصريف جزء من  أجزاء النحو بال خالف من أهل الصناعة. 

هو أن تبين من الكلمة بناء مل  –على ما حكى سيبويه عنهم  –والتصريف 

تبنه العرب على وزن ما بنته، مث تعمل يف البناء الذي بنيته ما يقتضيه قياس  

ني من مسائل التمرين إن شاء هللا. واملتأخرون على أن كالمهم، كما يتب

التصريف علم Iبنية الكلمة، ومبا يكون حلروفها من أصالة وزDدة وحذف 

وصحة وإعالل وإدغام وإمالة، ومبا يعرض آلخرها مما ليس Kعراب وال بناء 

 من الوقف وغري ذلك.
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text such as the one above as daunting and fearsome as having to drive along a 

bustling road without traffic signs to indicate direction, regulations or warnings. 

But is it really such an impossible task? Millions of people routinely read unmarked 

Arabic text. There has to therefore be some method to the apparent madness of 

unmarked letters sitting side by side. This book will attempt to guide the student 

towards mastery of one of the two disciplines required to solve the apparent mystery 

of unmarked text. 

The first step in mastering the required disciplines is to recognise the different 

classes of words in the Arabic language. This is the subject of the next lesson.  
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LESSON 2 

Classes of words 

 

in  �� he took  �� ���� book  ���	
� 

on  �� � he wrote  ���� �	 pen ��� �� 

then  �� �� he put  �� �� �� table  ���� ���� 

with  ��� he sat  ���� �� chair   �! "# �	 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Languages are made up of a vast number of words. The first step to bringing order and 

system into the confusing jumble of words that constitute a language is classification. 

Arabic uses a simple system of classification. This system considers what the word 

indicates.  

A word may indicate— 

 � �� ��  ! "� "� #	 $
"  � "%"� "&�'��"(�! ") "*"+ "� , ", "- "� $� . /
/0 0�"� "1�� �2�"(�3 ��� �4 "5"( "! "� ,�6 "	�7�"8�9� "� "� "2�"(�3 ��� 
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• a thing; 

• a deed (plus the time in which the deed is done); 

• or neither of the above, but it serves to connect other words together and 

show relationships between them. 

Now, in the list of words above, consider the column to the far right. It contains four 

words, each of which indicates a thing:  

• a book, a pen, a table, a chair.  

The middle column contains four words too, but they indicate not things, but acts that 

were done in the past: 

• he took, he wrote, he put, he sat 

The words in the left column do not indicate much on their own: 

• in, on, then, with 

But when joined to the other words in the sentences, one can see that they indicate 

relationships between the other players in the sentences: 

• It was in the book that Muḥammad wrote. 

• It was on the chair that he sat. 

• It was after taking the book that he put it on the table. 

• It was with the pen that he wrote. 

This gives us three classes of words: 

• Words that indicate things 

• Words that indicates acts and their time 

• Words that don’t indicate much on their own, but display relationships 

between other words 
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Terminology 

 

 

 

  

WORDS

that indicate 
THINGS 

are called ASMĀʾ

singular: ISM 

meaning: noun

that indicate 
ACTS & TIME 

are called AFʿĀL 

singular: FIʿL 

meaning: verb

that JOIN 
OTHER WORDS

are called ḤURŪF 

singular: ḤARF 

meaning: 
conjunction

$%�&'(

)#* +,- �.(
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LESSON 3 

What is ṣarf? 

 

Once you are able to classify a word appearing in a text as an ism, a fiʿil or a ḥarf, you 

are ready to learn the next important lesson. This lesson pertains to the particular 

discipline of grammar whose rules should be applied to the word. 

Essentially, the discipline that will unravel all the mysteries of an unmarked text is 

grammar. There are, however, two distinct sub-disciplines within grammar. One is 

called naḥw and the other is known as ṣarf. As the heading above shows, this lesson is 

all about introducing the sub-discipline of ṣarf. Before going any further with that, 

though,  it would be useful to take note of an important rule: Ṣarf applies primarily to 

the fiʿl as well as to some asmāʾ, while naḥw applies mainly to the ism as well as 

to some afʿāl. 

 

 

$%�&'(

)#* +,-
:;

�.(

<��
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Now, let’s take a look at the sentence at the beginning of the previous lesson again to 

identify which set of rules will apply to which word: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The shaded words are all asmāʾ and require primarily the rules of naḥw to be applied 

to them. The framed words, on the other hand, are afʿāl and will therefore be 

governed by the rules of ṣarf. The student who is able to classify the words of a 

sentence into their respective categories, and knows which set of rules to apply to 

which type of word, is now ready to begin learning exactly what those respective sets 

of rules are. 

So what is ṣarf? 

In Arabic, everything commences from a set of root letters. From those root letters 

words are then built, both through the placement of ḥarakāt (vowel signs, i.e. fatḥas, 

ḍammas, kasras and sukūns) and through the addition of extra letters. The discipline 

that looks at how words are formed out of their root letters is called ṣarf or taṣrīf. 

In the sentence above, consider the first two words:  َس
َ
and   َجل د   Both these .    ُمَحمَّ

words were formed from root letters. The first was formed from the root ج ل س and 

the second from the root ح م د . The first word was formed in a simple manner: each 

letter was given a fatḥah. The formation of the second word, on the other hand, 

employed both the addition of ḥarakāt and extra letters. An extra م with a ḍammah 

 "%"� "&   $
"  � #	  "� "� � �� ��  ! "� ,   ") "*"+   � '��"(�! $� . /  ", "- "�   

  "2�"(�3 ���  "� "� �6 "	�7�"8�9� "� ,   "5"( "!    �4 �2�"(�3 ���  ��0 0�"� "1/ 
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was added at the beginning, and another extra م was added to the already existing م 

in the middle of the root, causing the middle letter to get a tashdīd. These changes to 

the root come in standard patterns. It is these patterns that are the subject matter of 

the subject called ṣarf. 

Now, you would have noticed that in the word دمحم we pointed out the changes to all 

letters in the word except for the last letter which is a د . With asmāʾ (and some afʿāl), 

the ḥarakah of the last letter of the word is determined not by the rules of ṣarf, but by 

its sister discipline, naḥw. You will notice how the last letter of the word كتاب in the 

above sentence changes: sometimes it has a tanwīn (double ḥarakah) and sometimes 

a single ḥarakah; sometimes it has a kasrah and sometimes a fatḥah. These changes 

are all due to the rules of naḥw and are caused by elements within the sentence. The 

changes governed by the rules of ṣarf do not require the context of a sentence to 

happen. They can as easily happen outside a sentence as inside it. 

Difference between ṣarf and naḥw 

From the above you may now be able to draw a distinction between ṣarf and naḥw 

on several counts: 

• Ṣarf is about how to form words from root letters; naḥw is about how to 

string words into a sentence. 

• Ṣarf gives ḥarakāt to most of the letters in the word; naḥw focuses only upon 

the last letter (the end-case). 

• Ṣarf follows standard patterns of change; naḥw depends upon elements 

within the sentence. 

• Ṣarf does not require the context of a sentence; naḥw happens within a 

sentence. 

• Ṣarf applies primarily (though not exclusively) to afʿāl; naḥw applies 

primarily (though not exclusively) to asmāʾ. 
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LESSON 4 

Root letters 

Root letters are the most basic building blocks of Arabic words. Any attempt to 

understand precisely how words evolve out of their roots letters must begin with the 

recognition of root letters. 

The root letters of a word is called its māddah, or basic substance. Once one has 

mastered the patterns according to which words evolve from the māddah, it becomes 

easy to strip away everything extra and reduce a word to its basic māddah. For the 

beginner who has not yet mastered all the rules it might thus not be that easy to 

determine the māddah by using rules. But nothing stands in the way of some clever 

guesswork. Towards this end the following table might prove to be of some help. 

= > ? 

= / 0 = 1 ? = = > =  ��� �2 �% 3� 

@ 1 / 0 ? = > @  �� �% "2�4 

 A �1 / 0 ? = > A �  �( "'� �2 "% �� 

/ 0 B 1 ? B = >  � �5� "6 3� 

= > C 

B / 0 7 = > C B  �� �* "# �8 

7 / 0 6 6 = > C  3$ �%� "* �7 

 A �/ 0 7 @ � @ = > C A �  �9 "5 �#'�( 

 �/ 0 7 = >C �  "� �* "7�( 
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 = A D 

: ;  �/ = � A D  3/ �< �. 

: ; B / @ � @ � = B A D  �= �>�"6 �� �. 

: ; A  =� � � � = A A D ( "? �% @� �. 

 E A �: ; � / = � A D E A �  �/ �< ". � "A�( 
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LESSON 5 

Types of roots 

You might have noticed several things in the table given in the previous lesson. In the 

column to the extreme left you would have seen that all the roots given there consist of 

only three letters. Does this mean that roots can only ever consist of three letters? By 

no means! Although three-letter (or triliteral) roots are the most common ones, you 

will encounter four-letter (or quadriliteral) roots, five-letter (or quinquiliteral) roots, 

or roots with even more than five letters. In this book, however, we will concern 

ourselves with three-letter roots primarily, taking a brief look at four-letter roots later 

on. 

Triliteral roots are called thulāthī, while quadriliteral roots are called rubāʿī and 

quinquiliteral roots are called khumāsī. Our first division of roots will thus look as 

follows: 

 

The basic three-letter root is sometimes left as is it, without the addition of any extra 

letters. In this case we call it the simple triliteral root or thulāthī mujarrad. On the other 

hand, it often happens that other letters are added to the original three, according to 

standard patterns. In this case the root is known as the increased triliteral root or 

thulāthī mazīd. (It may also be referred to as mazīd fīh.) The following table gives a few 

examples of mujarrad and mazīd roots. 

 

ROOTS

TRILITERAL

  B��� �<� ��
QUADRILITERAL

  B� ���� �� �7
 QUINQUILITERAL    

  �! �>� ��etc 
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���(C )�#* 

EXTRA LETTERS 

�8D�� 

INCREASED 

1 �#E 

SIMPLE 

�1�� 

ROOT 

� A F D  "%8"�8 �&"+  "%8"�8 "& ; : F 

G ( 2 H  "58"I�8 "!  "58"(8 "! 
 G H 

 = >/ ?  "	8 $
8 "J  "	8 �
8 "J 1 / 0 

( F G K =  ",8 "
8"(8 �&��  ",8 "
8 "& I  / F 

G ; ( C : L  "�8 "M8 �N8"( ����  "�8 "M8 "O 7 ) J 

Our second division of roots would thus be: 

 

All the lessons in Section 2 in this book are devoted to the thulāthī mujarrad. In Section 

3 it is the thulāthī mazīd that comes under discussion. 

 

 

 

LESSON 6 

TRILITERAL

  B��� �<� ��

SIMPLE

1 �#� �K� ��
INCREASED

 � "8 �D� ��LM"�6�-N
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Tenses and voices 

Having now learnt about root letters, we move on to the manner in which the root 

letters arrange themselves to produce different forms of the words. To facilitate this 

we take a closer look at two concepts: that of tense, and that of voice. 

Tenses 

Grammatically speaking, a tense is a form of the verb that locates the action described 

by that verb within a specific time. Now, in terms of time, one can easily identify three 

possibilities. Events occur, and acts are done, either in the past, the present, or the 

future. As such, there should be three tenses. This is where the Arabic language is 

somewhat peculiar. 

Arabic has a distinct form for the past tense. It is called māḍī, meaning “that which has 

passed”. However, it conflates the present and future tenses into the same form which 

it calls muḍāriʿ. This word, which literally means “similar”, is sometimes translated as 

“imperfect tense”, but it would be easier to refer to it as the “present-future tense”. 

We now have two tenses: the māḍī, and the muḍāriʿ. In addition to them there are two 

other forms of the verb which might not be tenses in the strictest sense of the word, 

but undergo changes similar to those of the māḍī and muḍāriʿ. In grammar they are 

more properly referred to as “moods” rather than tenses. 

The first of these two is the amr, an imperative form of the verb whereby a command is 

given to do a certain act. Opposed to it stands the nahy, the prohibitive form of the verb 

through which the doing of a deed is forbidden. Both the amr and the nahy derive from 

the māddah in a manner similar to the māḍī and the muḍāriʿ. 

The exact manner in which the root is modified to form these four forms of the verb 

comes under discussion in Section 2. At this stage it is sufficient just to know about 

these four forms into which the māddah can morph to form the different tenses. 
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Voices 

The word “voice”, in grammar, does not refer to the sounds you make when you speak. 

Rather, it denotes whether the person or thing to whom the verb connects in the 

sentence (the “subject”) is the one doing the action, or whether that action is being 

done to him or it. When the subject is doing the action we call it the active voice, and 

when the act is being done to the subject it is the passive voice. Thus, “He saw,” is in the 

active voice, while “He was seen,” is in the passive voice. 

The same two voices exist in Arabic, but the names given to them revolve around 

whether the doer of the action is known or unknown. In the active voice the doer is 

known and in the passive voice he is unknown. The active voice is therefore known as 

maʿrūf (known) while the passive voice goes by the name of majhūl (unknown). 

Note that maʿrūf and majhūl apply only to the māḍī and muḍāriʿ tenses, and not to the 

amr and nahy. As such there will be two forms for both the māḍī and muḍāriʿ, while the 

amr and nahy will have only one form. 

 

 

  

6 P?�88Q

R8S8� �88Q+ KC�TQ

A<SU :��Q

V�Q

A<SU :��Q
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LESSON 7 

The three persons 

Imagine a situation in which one person (“Zayd”) is speaking to another (“ʿAmr”). 

Sometimes Zayd speaks about what he himself did; sometimes he speaks of what ʿAmr 

did; and sometimes he speaks about a third person who is not present in their 

conversation (“Bakr”). When he says, “I went,” we say that he is speaking in the first 

person. When he tells ʿAmr, “You went,” he is speaking in the second person. When he 

speaks of Bakr who is not present he says, “He went.” This time he is speaking in the 

third person. 

You may notice that in the above examples it was only the pronoun (I, you, he) that 

changed while the verb (went) remained unchanged throughout. In Arabic this will not 

be the same. The verb undergoes a slight adaptation for every different person. The 

point of departure in Arabic will be the third person, which in Arabic is called the 

ghāʾib, meaning “absent”. Here there is the least amount of change. Going to the second 

person, or mukhāṭab, meaning “the one addressed”, there is a bit more of a change. 

(The mukhāṭab is sometimes referred to as the ḥāḍir or “present”.) And then there is a 

different kind of change to accommodate the mutakallim, or “speaker” which is the 

equivalent of the first person. 

The next lesson deals with subdivisions within these three categories. For the moment, 

though, it suffices to know what these three categories are, and that the verb adapts 

itself to indicate whether it speaks of the ghāʿib (third person), mukhāṭab (second 

person) or mutakallim (first person). 

In light of all that has been learnt up to this stage we may begin to draw a provisional 

table for the various categories of change in the verb in the following manner. 
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�P�Q         
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LESSON 8 

The fourteen forms 

The previous lesson identified three categories for each of the ghāʾib (third person), 

mukhāṭab (second person), and mutakallim (first person). But the present lesson 

speaks of the number fourteen! How do we get from three persons to fourteen forms? 

The Arabic language is particularly sensitive in two respects: gender, and number. In 

terms of gender, the masculine form of the verb is different from the feminine form; 

and in terms of number, it has not only singular and plural forms for the verb, but even 

a dual form for the case of two persons. The terms for these sub-categories are as 

follows: 

GENDER:  masculine  = mudhakkar 

 feminine  = muʾannath 

 

NUMBER:  singular  = mufrad 

 dual = muthannā 

 plural = jamʿ 

Our three categories of person (ghāʾib, mukhāṭab and mutakallim) are thus now 

opened to further subdivision. In the case of the ghāʾib and mukhāṭab both gender and 

number are fully accommodated. Each one has all six sub-categories listed above. The 

mutakallim case, however, changes for neither femininity nor duality. It provides only 

one form for both genders, and it accommodates only singular and plural. 

In this manner the three persons develop into fourteen different forms of the verb: 

− the  ghāʿib having 6 forms; 

− the mukhāṭab having 6 forms; 

− and the mutakallim having 2 forms only. 
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  R�� I7�S�  

#�� BT  

)�#,� :?UE  )�#,�  :?UE  

���O 

# �	 �� �� 

1 �# "V ��              

W�X�Y ��              

�" �Z              

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��              

W�X�Y ��              

�" �Z              

��P�� �Q  

# �	 �� ��  

1 �# "V ��              

W�X�Y ��              

�" �Z              

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��              

W�X�Y ��              

�" �Z              

�@� �&�� �� 
1 �# "V ��             

�" �Z              
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SECTION TWO 

The thulāthī mujarrad 

(simple triliteral verb) 
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LESSON 9 

The māḍī 

In Lessons 4 and 5 we learnt about root letters, while Lesson 5 introduced us to the 

tenses: māḍī and muḍāriʿ. In this lesson we will learn how the root letters are adapted 

in order to form the past tense form of the verb, the māḍī. 

Let us return to the root letters. There are three letters in the triliteral root, and to each 

of these letters we give a specific name. This name is derived from the letters in the 

root ف ع ل (fāʾ-ʿayn-lām). Using this root as a generic template, the first letter of every 

root is called the ف of that root, while the second letter is its ع, and the third one its ل. 

In this way every triliteral root will have a ف, an ع, and a ل, as shown in this table: 

: I ) ��� �1�� 

A K : : I ) 

2 C W 
 7 ] 

2 H G 
 G H 

C X @ 7 ^ = 

D A F ; : F 

 

Having now named each of the root letters, the steps towards producing the māḍī form 

of the verb are simple: 

• Give the ف (i.e. the first letter) a fatḥah:  َف 
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• give the ل (i.e. the last letter) also a fatḥah:  َل 

• the ع will mostly carry a fatḥah too (as in the table above):  
َ
 but could also ع

receive a kasrah, ِع and occasionally even a ḍammah,  
ُ
  . ع

More will be said about this variation in the ḥarakah of the ع in Lesson 16. 

Lesson 6 introduced us to the passive voice, or majhūl. All that needs to be done to 

render the māḍī into its majhūl form is the following: 

• Give the ف (first letter) a ḍammah. This is standard and remains the same for all 

roots. 

• Give the ع a kasrah. This, too, is standard and does not change. 

• Give the ل  a fatḥah. This is also a standard and consistent change. 

Apply these steps to the roots in the table above and you will get the following: 

 

:?UE R��  )�#,� R��  ��� �1�� 

 "Y8 �8  Z  "Y8 "8 "Z : I ) 

 "2 ��8  -  "2 "�8 "- 
 7 ] 

 "58�(8  !  "58"(8 "! 
 G H 

 "�8 �[8 �  "�8 "[8"� 7 ^ = 

 "%8��8  &  "%8"�8 "&  : F; 
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With this we are now ready for expanding the māḍī, in both its maʿrūf and majhūl 

forms, into the three persons (ghāʾib, mukhāṭab and mutakallim) as discussed in 

Lesson 7, and beyond that into the fourteen forms (for mudhakkar and muʾannath, and 

then for mufrad, muthannā and jamʿ) as introduced in Lesson 8. This we do in the table 

that follows. 

Note that we use the ف ع ل (fā-ʿayn-lām) root as a generic template. As for the changes 

that the root undergoes to accommodate the person, gender and number, instead of 

minutely describing them, they should ideally be observed, and then committed to 

memory. 

 

$_6`  

R�� 

)�#,� :?UE  

���O 

# �	 �� �� 

1 �# "V ��   "Y8 "8"Z  "Y8�8 Z 

W�X�Y ��   "\8 "8"Z  "\8�8 Z 

�" �Z  � �<8 �8 "8 "Z � �<8 �8 �8  Z 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��   "�8 "8 "Z �]8  �]8"�8 �8  Z 

W�X�Y ��  �8"(8"�8 "8 "Z �8"(8"�8 �8  Z 

�" �Z   "̂ 8 ��8 "8 "Z  "̂ 8 ��8 �8  Z 

��P�� �Q  #�	 �� ��  

1 �# "V ��   "]8��8 "8 "Z  "]8��8 �8  Z 

W�X�Y ��  �8 "
8 (8��8 "8 "Z �8 "
8 (8��8 �8  Z 
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�" �Z   ��8 (8��8 "8 "Z  ��8 (8��8 �8  Z 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��   �]8��8 "8 "Z  �]8��8 �8  Z 

W�X�Y ��  �8 "
8 (8��8 "8 "Z �8 "
8 (8��8 �8  Z 

�" �Z   $̂ 8 (8��8 "8 "Z  $̂ 8 (8��8 �8  Z 

�@� �&�� �� 
1 �# "V ��   ]8��8 "8 "Z   ]8��8 �8  Z 

�" �Z  �8"_8��8 "8 "Z �8"_8��8 �8  Z 

 

If you have memorized and observed the changes and addition to the root letters, you 

should be able to set apart the root letters from the additives. This should also enable 

you to replace the root letters ف ع ل with any set of other root letters, since the ف ع ل 

root is only intended as a template for morphological change. If you are able to do that, 

you are well on your way to mastering the discipline of ṣarf. 

You would also have noticed that while the ف and  ع letters of the root remain fairly 

constant, it is the ل that has to undergo occasional changes. This is so because the  ل  is 

the point of connection between root and additive. This table separates the root letters 

from the additives and indicates changes to the ل . 
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$_6` I ) : �1��8C  

���O 

# �	 �� �� 

1 �# "V ��  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z  "Y8 − 

W�X�Y ��  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z  "Y8 � 

�" �Z  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 8 �8 � �<8 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 8"�8  �]8 

W�X�Y ��  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 8"�8 �8"(8 

�" �Z  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 8��8  "̂ 8 

��P�� �Q  

#�	 �� ��  

1 �# "V ��  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 8��8  "]8 

W�X�Y ��  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 8��8 �8 "
8 (8 

�" �Z  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 88��  ��8 (8 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 8��8  �]8 

W�X�Y ��  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 8��8 �8 "
8 (8 

�" �Z  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 8��8  $̂ 8 (8 

�@� �&�� �� 
1 �# "V �� 8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 8��8   ]8��8 

�" �Z  8�8 Z` 8 "8 "Z 8��8 �8"_8 
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LESSON 10 

The muḍāriʿ 

Lesson 5 introduced us to the tenses, māḍī and muḍāriʿ. In the previous lesson we 

investigated the formation of the māḍī. The present lesson will do the same for the 

present-future tense, the muḍāriʿ. 

Changes for the māḍī occurred only at the end of the root letters. For the muḍāriʿ it is 

going to be a bit different. Here changes will occur at both ends. At the beginning there 

will be the addition of an extra letter, and at the end there will be either just a vowel 

(i.e. ḥarakah) change to the ل, or an additive, or both. As for the root letters in the 

middle, while their sequence remains static and unchanged, the vowel signs (fatḥās, 

ḍammas, kasras and sukūns) that they carry do differ from the māḍī. 

The most prominent sign of the muḍāriʿ is the letter that is prefixed to the root letters. 

It is called the ḥarf al-muḍāraʿah or the ḥarf al-muḍāriʿ. All in all there is a set of four 

such letters that affix themselves to the front of the root letters across the various 

fourteen forms. Take care to note that they all get a fatḥah. 

With the ḥarf al-muḍāraʿah now affixed before the root letters with its fatḥah, the rest 

of the letters adapt as follows: 

• The ف takes a sukūn and becomes vowelless. 

• The ḥarakah of the ع is dynamic and not static. Sometimes it is a fatḥah, 

sometimes a ḍammah, and sometimes a kasrah. More about this in Lesson 16. 

• The ل initially takes a ḍammah, but then gets additives for many of the 

remaining 13 forms. 

Before going on to draw up the table, we need to see how the muḍāriʿ adapts for the 

majhūl or passive voice. What we do to make it passive is the following: 

• Change the harakah of the ḥarf al-muḍāraʿah into a standard ḍammah. 

• Give the ʿayn a standard fatḥah. 
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The rest remains essentially the same. With these adaptations, all that changes is the 

meaning:  َُعل
ْ
َعلُ  becomes (he does) َيف

ْ
 he) ُيْنbecomes  ُRَ (he helps) َيْنand  ُRُ ;(it is done) ُيف

is helped). 

With this we now come to the table for the muḍāriʿ.   

$_6`  

I7�S� 

)�#,� :?UE  

���O 

# �	 �� �� 

1 �# "V ��    Y8 "8 �M8 "b   Y8 "8 �M8  b 

W�X�Y ��   �@ "\8 "8 �M8 "b 8 �M8  b �@ "\8 " 

�" �Z   "@ �<8 �8 "8 �M8 "b  "@ �<8 �8 "8 �M8  b 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��    Y8 "8 �M8 "I   Y8 "8 �M8  I 

W�X�Y ��   �@ "\8 "8 �M8 "I  �@ "\8 "8 �M8  I 

�" �Z   "̂ 8 ��8 "8 �M8 "b  "̂ 8 ��8 "8 �M8  b 

��P�� �Q  

#�	 �� ��  

1 �# "V ��    Y8 "8 �M8 "I   Y8 "8 �M8  I 

W�X�Y ��   �@ "\8 "8 �M8 "I   I �@ "\8 "8 �M8 

�" �Z  @ �<8 �8 "8 �M8 "I @ �<8 �8 "8 �M8  I 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��   " �c8��8 "8 �M8 "I  " �c8��8 "8 �M8  I 

W�X�Y ��   �@ "\8 "8 �M8 "I  �@ "\8 "8 �M8  I 
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�" �Z   "̂ 8��8 "8 �M8 "I  "̂ 8��8 "8 �M8  I 

�@� �&�� �� 
1 �# "V ��   Y8 "8 �Z "+   Y8 "8 �Z  + 

�" �Z    Y8 "8 �M8"�  �M8 �  Y8 "8 

 

As before, this table should be memorized, and after memorization note must be taken 

of the changes. We may then proceed to the following table. 

$_6` 
 )#*

$7�Sa(  
I ) : �1��8C  

���O 

# �	 �� �� 

1 �# "V ��  8 b ` 8 "b 8 "8 �M8   Y8 − 

W�X�Y ��  8 b ` 8 "b 88 "8 �M 8"�8  �@�8 

�" �Z  8 b ` 8 "b 8 "8 �M8 8 �8  "@ �<8 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8   Y8 − 

W�X�Y ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8"�8  �@�8 

�" �Z  8 b ` 8 "b 8 "8 �M8 8��8  "̂ 8 

��P�� �Q  #�	 �� ��  

1 �# "V ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8   Y8 − 

W�X�Y ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 88"�  �@�8 
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�" �Z  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8 �8  "@ �<8 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8��8  " �c8 

W�X�Y ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8"�8  �@�8 

�" �Z  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8��8  "̂ 8 

�@� �&�� �� 
1 �# "V ��   + ` "+ 8 "8 �M8   Y8 − 

�" �Z  8 � ` 8"� 8 "8 �M8   Y8 − 
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LESSON 11 

Naṣb of the muḍāriʿ 

The changes that the verb undergoes are generally not influenced by other elements 

surrounding it within the context of a sentence. They are adaptations that occur within 

the word itself, completely unaffected by external factors in the sentence, and 

governed only by the morphological rules of ṣarf. 

The grammatical discipline that deals with changes motivated by elements within the 

context of a sentence is called naḥw, or syntax. We have learnt before that the rules of 

naḥw apply predominantly to the ism, or noun, and that the fiʿl in general is governed 

by the rules of ṣarf. We have also learnt that the changes which occur to the ism 

generally occur to the last letter of the word. What we are about to learn is that in both 

these respects—being affected by external elements in the sentence, and having 

change occur to its last letter—the fiʿl muḍāriʿ, specifically amongst all afʿāl, resembles 

the ism. It accepts changes from other elements within the sentence, and when those 

changes occur they occur to the last letter. 

The specific change that occurs to the last letter depends on whether the form of the 

muḍāriʿ contained an additive or not.  

• Where there is no additive and the muḍāriʿ ends in the ل with a ḍammah, all that 

will happen is that the ḍammah will change to a fatḥah. This will happen in 5 of 

the 14 cases.  

• When the additive is a ن preceded by either an ا (4 cases), or a و (2 cases) or a ي 

(1 case), the ن will simply fall away. In the و case its absence will be indicated by 

the writing of an extra ا .  

• But in the remaining 2 cases where the additive is a ن preceded by the ل with a 

sukūn, no change occurs and the muḍāriʿ remains unchanged. Let’s place this in a 

table: 
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END CASE ORIGINAL CHANGE CASES 

No additive   Y8  "Y8 5 cases 

Additive 

 �@ "\8 8 "\ 4 cases 

 "@ �< �8 � �< �8 2 cases 

 " �c8��8  �R8��8 1 case 

 "̂ 8 ��8 no change 2 cases 

Naṣb 

The title of this lesson says: “Naṣb of the muḍāriʿ ”. So what exactly is meant by naṣb? 

To understand this, let’s take a look at the ism. Asmāʾ generally allow for iʿrāb, or 

inflection of the end-case (i.e. last letter). The word ِكَتاب , for example, can come with 

any of three end-cases: 

�"(�! #2   –   �"(�!�8'8�    −   �"(�! 02 

When the ism ends in ḍammah or ḍammatayn, this is called the marfūʿ or nominative 

case; when it ends in fatḥah or fatḥatayn, it is termed the manṣub or accusative case; 

and when it ends in kasrah or kasratayn it is called the majrūr or genitive case. 

The fiʿl muḍāriʿ is very similar in this regard. Like the ism it too, has three possible end-

cases. It can end in a ḍammah, or a fatḥah, or (and here it differs from the ism) a sukūn, 

as shown below: 

 "8 �M8 "b  Y8   –    "8 �M8 "b "Y8    −    "8 �M8 "b �Y8  
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Like the ism, the ḍammah case of the muḍāriʿ is called marfūʿ and the fatḥah case is 

called manṣūb. The sukūn case, however, is called majzūm or jussive. Naṣb, which is the 

focus of this lesson, is the situation wherein the muḍāriʿ is manṣub by having a fatḥah 

at its end. 

Agents of naṣb in the muḍāriʿ 

So what causes the muḍāriʿ to become manṣūb? There are quite a number of agents 

that bring about this change, and for a beginner the discussion around them can 

become somewhat complicated. We will therefore restrict ourselves to a simple 

discussion of the most common agents of naṣb in the muḍāriʿ, which are six in number. 

They are called the nawāṣib (singular: nāṣib) of the muḍāriʿ. 

1c  "=�� 
2c  "9�' 
3c  "B �	 
4c  �g �h "=  
5c ��' 
6c W�� �* 

1.  "=�� 

This ḥarf carries the meaning of “to” as in “I want to write.” In Arabic this sentence 

would read: 

   	 �b �C + �@"+  8 (8 �!"+ "5 
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2.  �' "9  

This ḥarf negates the muḍāriʿ and adds emphasis at the same time. It means “will 

never”. If I want to say, “I will never write,” in Arabic, I say: 

 �̂ "�  8 (8 �!"+ "5 

3.  "B �	 

This ḥarf carries the meaning of “so that” or “in order that”, as in “Help your friend so 

that he understands.” In Arabic this sentence would read: 

  "d "1 �b �	 "� �	 ��� "� �R "!  8 "S �M8 "b "�   

4.  "=�h�g 

The meaning of this ḥarf approximates to something like “in that case”, as in the case 

where Zayd says to ʿAmr, “I will help you,” and ʿAmr replies, “In that case I will pass.” 

   "G  	 ��� "� + :	�b "e −    :�� �
 "� �@"f�E 8 "g�8�"+ "h 

5. ��' 

Unlike the previous ḥurūf that stand separate from the muḍāriʿ, this ḥarf attaches itself 

directly to the muḍāriʿ. In meaning it is the same as  ْ X
َ

Y above. It is therefore referred to 

as the ل of  ْ X
َ

Y. The example above might therefore be rewritten as: 

  "d "1 �b �	 "� �	 ��� "�8��8 "S �M8"� "� 
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6. W�� �* 

This ḥarf has two possible meanings. It could either be the same as  ْ X
َ

Y and ِلـ and mean 

“so that” or “in order that”, or it could mean “until”. The sentence, 

  "d "1 �b �	 "� �	 ��� "�i$( "J 8 "S �M8 "b "� 

could be translated as either “Help your friend so that he understands,” or as “Help 

your friend until he understands.” 

Having understood what naṣb of the muḍāriʿ means, and having learnt about the 

nawāṣib or agents that produce that naṣb, we now proceed to build the table. 

$_6`  


?kX� I7�S� 

)�#,� :?UE  

���O 

# �	 �� �� 

1 �# "V ��  8�� "Y8 "8 �M8"� 8�� "Y8 "8 �M8 � 

W�X�Y ��  8�� "\8 "8 �M8"� 8�� "\8 "8 �M8 � 

�" �Z  8��8 �8 "8 �M8"�� �< 8��� �<8 �8 "8 �M8 � 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��  8�� "Y8 "8 �M8"( 8�� "Y8 "8 �M8 ( 

W�X�Y ��  8�� "\8 "8 �M8"( 8�� "\8 "8 �M8 ( 

�" �Z  8�� "̂ 8 ��8 "8 �M8"� 8�� "̂ 8 ��8 "8 �M8 � 

��P�� �Q  #�	 �� ��  1 �# "V ��  8�� "Y8 "8 �M8"( 8�� "Y8 "8 �M8 ( 
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W�X�Y ��  8�� "\8 "8 �M8"( 8�� "8 �M8 ( "\8 

�" �Z  8��� �<8 �8 "8 �M8"( 8��� �<8 �8 "8 �M8 ( 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��  8�� �R8��8 "8 �M8"( 8�� �R8��8 "8 �M8 ( 

W�X�Y ��  8�� "\8 "8 �M8"( 8�� "\8 "8 �M8 ( 

�" �Z  8�� "̂ 8 ��8 "8 �M8"( 8�� "̂ 8 ��8 "8 �M8 ( 

�@� �&�� �� 
1 �# "V ��  " �j "Y8 "8 �Z    �j "Y8 "8 �Z  

�" �Z  8�� "Y8 "8 �M8"_ 8�� "Y8 "8 �M8 _ 

 

Make sure to memorize this table, and only after you have memorized it and taken due 

note of the changes caused by the nawāṣib (of which ِلـ has been used here by way of 

example) should you look at the next table in which the changes are set out. 

$_6` �`(?4  
 )#*

$7�Sa(  
I ) : �1��8C  

���O 
# �	 �� �� 

1 �# "V ��   �@"+ 

 

 �̂ "� 

 

8  b ` 8 "b 8 "8 �M8  "Y8 − 

W�X�Y ��  8 b ` 8 "b 8 "8 �M8 8"�8 klm �8 

�" �Z  8 b ` 8 "b 8 "8 �M8 8 �8 � �<8  

[�4 �\ ��  1 �# "V ��  8 I ` 8 "I  �M88 "8  "Y8 − 
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W�X�Y ��   �R "! 

 

 �@ "f�E 

 

8�� 

 

i$( "J 

8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8"�8 klm �8 

�" �Z  8 b ` 8 "b 8 "8 �M8 8��8  "̂ 8 

��P�� �Q  

#�	 �� ��  

1 �# "V ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8  "Y8 − 

W�X�Y ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8"�8 klm �8 

�" �Z  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8 �8 � �<8 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8��8  �R8 

W�X�Y ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8"�8 klm �8 

�" �Z  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8��8  "̂ 8 

�@� �&�� �� 
1 �# "V ��   + ` "+ 8 "8 �M8  "Y8 − 

�" �Z  8 � ` 8"� 8 "8 �M8  "Y8 − 
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LESSON 12 

Jazm of the muḍāriʿ 

In the previous lesson we looked at length at how and why the muḍāriʿ becomes 

manṣūb. It was mentioned there that the muḍāriʿ has a third case, the majzūm or 

jussive case. It is to this case that we now turn. 

In terms of form there is very little difference between the manṣūb and majzūm cases 

of the muḍāriʿ, except that where the ḍammah changes into a fatḥah for the manṣūb, it 

changes into a sukūn for the majzūm. 

Agents of jazm in the muḍāriʿ 

We are going to deal with 5 agents of jazm (called jawāzim, singular jāzim) of the 

muḍāriʿ: 

1c  "���' 
2c �� �%��' 
3c ��' 
4c  �l 
5. Conditionality 

1.    "���' 

ْم 
َ
 when added before the muḍāriʿ, does two things in terms of meaning: it makes the ,ل

statement negative (“He is writing” becomes “He is not writing”), and then it takes it 

back into the past tense (with “He is not writing” now becoming “He did not write”). 

 ��8 "� 8 ( �3 "b �5 
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2.   �� �%��' 

ا مَّ
َ
 can mostly be found to stand before the māḍī, in which case it carries the simple ل

meaning of “when”. But that usage is not our present concern. We are more concerned 

with ا مَّ
َ
 preceding the muḍāriʿ because it then has a peculiar effect on meaning. Before ل

the muḍāriʿ it comes to convey the equivalent of “not yet” in meaning. To say, “He has 

not yet written,” I would simply use the muḍārīʿ with ا مَّ
َ
 :before it ل

�8 $
8 "� 8 ( �3 "b �5 

3.   ��' 

Commands and prohibitions (that is, the imperative and prohibitive moods) are 

typically addressed to the second person. People do of course address orders to 

themselves (which is the grammatical first person), but even in that case they speak as 

if the self is a different person with whom they are having a conversation. The same 

may be said addressing orders to an absent third person. When you say, “Help me” or 

“Go away” to an absent person, it is as if you imagine him to be present. More will be 

said about this in the next lesson. 

So how would one go about if you want to impose something upon an absent third 

person without imagining him to actually be present? A direct command in the second 

person would be, “Help me.” Put this in the third person and you get, “He must (or 

should) help me.”  

To do that in Arabic you use the ḥarf ِلـ before the muḍāriʿ. You have already 

encountered one type of ِلـ in the previous lesson. That was the ِلـ  (or ل)of  ْ X
َ

Y which gives 

the meaning of “so that” or “in order that”. Our present ِلـ , though similar in form, is 

somewhat different in meaning and effect. In term of effect it gives jazm rather than 

naṣb to the muḍāriʿ, and in terms of meaning it conveys the sense of “he must or should 

do”. Accordingly, the sentence, “Zayd must hit,” becomes: 
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8�� � �n8"� �2  #	 �b "e 

4.    �l 

Following on from the above, what if I do not want Zayd to hit? In that case I merely 

replace the ِلـ with  
َ

  before the muḍāriʿ and make its end majzūm. While this ال
َ

 ال

resembles the simple  
َ

 through which the muḍāriʿ is normally negated, it differs in that ال

the normal  
َ

 does not cause jazm at the end. So to say “Zayd must not hit,” all I need to ال

do is say: 

 "l  � �n8"b �2  #	�b "e 

5. Conditionality  

Conditionality is found in a sentence when one part of it is made to hinge upon another 

part: “If you help me, I will help you.” In Arabic this is done by adding particles such as 

 
ْ

ْو  or ِإن
َ
 before the sentence. The form of the verb that tends often to be used here is the ل

māḍī, which places it beyond the pale of our discussion around the muḍāriʿ. However, it 

is not uncommon for even the muḍāriʿ to be used with conditional particles (ḥurūf al-

sharṭ). When the muḍāriʿ is used in such a context, it often results in it becoming 

majzūm, either in one, or even both parts of the sentence. The sentence, “If you help 

me, I will help you,” then becomes: 

 �@�E   [8�_8 "I ��8   [�8�"+ R8�� ��8  "G 

And now we may proceed to drawing up our tables for the fiʿl muḍāriʿ majzūm. 
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$_6`  
/�DE I7�S�  

)�#,� :?UE  

���O 

# �	 �� �� 

1 �# "V ��   ��8 "� �Y8 "8 �M8 "b  ��8 "� �Y8 "8 �M8  b 
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�" �Z   "� ��8 "̂ 8��8 "8 �M8 "I  ��8 "� "̂ 8��8 "8 �M8  I 

�@� �&�� �� 
1 �# "V ��  ��8 "� �Y8 "8�Z "+  ��8 "� �Y8 "8�Z  + 

�" �Z   ��8 "� �Y8 "8 �M8"�  ��8 "� �Y8 "8 �M8 � 
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[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8��8  �R8 
W�X�Y ��  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8"�8 klm �8 

�" �Z  8 I ` 8 "I 8 "8 �M8 8��8  "̂ 8 

�@� �&�� �� 
1 �# "V ��   + ` "+ 88 "8 �M  �Y8 − 

�" �Z  8 � ` 8"� 8 "8 �M8  �Y8 − 
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LESSON 13 

The amr and the nahy 

Two other forms of the verb with which have been tentatively touched upon prior to 

this were the amr (imperative) through which a command is given, and the nahy 

(prohibitive) by which an act is forbidden. These are the forms of the verb that say, 

“Do!” and “Don’t!” Here we look at how they are formed. 

The amr 

As usual we start from the root letters. With those root letters before us we do the 

following: 

• Add an ا (alif) before the root letters. This ا will have either a kasrah or a 

ḍammah. More about this in Lesson 16. 

• Give the ف of the root a sukūn. 

• The ع is open to either fatḥah, ḍammah or kasrah. The rule governing this 

comes under discussion in Lesson 16. 

• The ل gets a sukūn. 

By following these steps we get the following: 

#���� : I ) (  ��� �1�� 

 �Y8 "8 �Z��  ":  �I  ")  �( : I ) 

 �2 ��8 �-��  "
  �7  "]  �( 
 7 ] 

 �58 (8 �!  �  "
  �G  "H  �( 
 G H 

 ��8  [8��  �  "7  �̂  "=  �( 7 ^ = 

 �%8��8 �&��  ";  �:  "F  �( ; : F 
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The nahy 

Forming the nahy is very similar to forming the amr except in respect of the prefix 

used. For the amr we used an ا with a kasrah or ḍammah. For the nahy we will use the 

ḥarf  
َ

 with a fatḥah. With this adaptation the table for the nahy looks ت followed by a ال

like this: 

#���� : I )  ��m �l  ��� �1�� 

 �Y8 "8 �M8 "I "l  ":  �I  ") 8"I "l : I ) 

 �2 ��8 �T8"I "l  "
  �7  "] 8"I "l 
 7 ] 

 �58 (8 �38"I "l  "
  �G  "H 8"I "l 
 G H 

 ��8  [8�_8 "I "l  "7  �̂  "= 8"I "l 7 ^ = 

 �%8��8 �g8"I "l  ";  �:  "F 8"I "l ; : F 
 

These two tables provide only the basic form, which is for the singular male in the third 

person (mufrad mudhakkar ghāʾib). From here onwards it has to be expanded to cover 

all the remaining categories.  

Fortunately we will not have to accommodate all 14 forms since the amr and nahy exist 

only in the second person. Instead of 14 forms we will therefore have only 6, 3 for 

masculine and 3 for feminine. 

In this way we come to the following table: 
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�" �Z  � �< �8 "8 �Z�� � �< �8 "8 �M8 "I "l 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��  R8��8 "8 �Z��  �R8��8 "8 �M8 "I "l 
W�X�Y ��   "\8 "8 �Z��  "\8 "8 �M8 "I "l 
�" �Z   �Z�� "̂ ��8 "8  "̂ ��8 "8 �M8 "I "l 

�@� �&�� �� 
1 �# "V ��   
�" �Z    
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LESSON 14 

The ism al-fāʿil and the ism al-mafʿūl 

Thus far we have only dealt with verbs, afʿāl, that are conjugated from the root letters. 

While conjugation concerns mostly verbs, there are a number of nouns, asmāʾ, that are 

produced from conjugation as well. The most important of these are the ism al-fāʿil, the 

active participle, and the ism al-mafʿūl, the passive participle. 

The ism al-fāʿil is a noun derived from the root letters and denoting the doer of the act 

described by the verb conjugated from the same root. In English, if the verb “seek” 

indicates an act, the “seeker” is the one doing that act. Similarly, if “break” denotes the 

act, “breaker” is the one who does it. This is what we call the active participle, or in 

Arabic, the ism al-fāʿil.  

The ism al-mafʿūl, on the other hand, indicates the one upon whom the act is carried 

out. If “seeker” was the active participle who does the act, then “sought” describes the 

one at whom the act of seeking is directed. If the one doing the breaking is the 

“breaker”, then the one who has been subjected to the act of breaking is “broken”. 

The ism al-fāʿil 

In forming the ism al-fāʿil we begin from the root letters as usual. This time the 

sequence of the root letters will be interrupted. The steps towards forming it are as set 

out below: 

• Give the ف a fatḥah. 

• Add an ا between the ف and ع to elongate the ف. 

• Give the ع a kasrah. 

• The ḥarakah of the last letter is governed by the rules of naḥw. 
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+�V'( �.( : I ( ) ��� �1�� 

 #Y8 ���8"Z  3:  �I �  �) : I ) 

 #2 �C�8 "-  3
  �7 �  �] 
 7 ] 

 #58�I� "!  3
  �G �  �H 
 G H 

 #�8 ���8"�  37  �̂ �  �= 7 ^ = 

 #%8���8 "&  3;  �: �  �F ; : F 
 

The ism al-mafʿūl 

The ism al-mafʿūl is formed by following these steps: 

• Add a م with a fatḥah before the root letters. 

• Give a sukūn to the ف . 

• Give a ḍammah to the ع . 

• Add a و with a sukūn between the ع and ل . 

• The ḥarakah of the ل is governed by the rules of naḥw. 

:?,Va( �.(  : � I ) / ��� �1�� 

 #A �<8  8 �M8 "Q  #A  ��  �I  ")  "= : I ) 

 #2 ��  �8 �T8 "Q  #2  ��  �7  "]  "= 
 7 ] 

 #2 �<8 (8 �38 "Q  #2  ��  �G  "H  "= 
 G H 

 �_8 "Q #C �<8  [8  #C  ��  �̂  "=  "= 7 ^ = 

 #D �<8 �8 �g8 "Q  #D  ��  �:  "F  "= ; : F 
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LESSON 15 

The maṣdar 

Aside from the ism al-fāʿil and the ism al-mafʿūl, there is another important noun that is 

conjugated from the root. It is called the maṣdar, which means source. 

There exists a very common practice, followed even in dictionaries, to translate the 

māḍī as “to do this-or-that”. The verb  َب َ َ ab, which literally means “he hit”, thus gets 

translated as “to hit”. In a strict technical sense this is not very precise. What 

corresponds more closely with the form “to hit” is what we call the verbal noun. It is 

this verbal noun which in Arabic goes by the name of maṣdar. 

We have seen in the previous lesson how the formation of the ism al-fāʿil and ism al-

mafʿūl follows standard patterns of conjugation from the root letters. The maṣdar, too 

is conjugated from the root letters, but not according to any standard pattern. At least 

not for the simple triliteral verb, the thulāthī mujarrad. In the next section it will be 

seen how the maṣādir (plural of maṣdar) of the various forms of the increased triliteral 

verb—the thulāthī mazīd—follow patterns every bit as standard as those of the verbs 

and other conjugated nouns. 

So, if there are no standard patterns whereby to conjugate the maṣdar of the thulāthī 

mujarrad, how are we to know how the maṣādir of this type of verb must be formed? 

When there are no standard patterns to help the student, he has to fall back upon the 

repositories of the language. In ancient times one would have had to consult the 

speakers of the language themselves, such as the Bedouins, for they themselves were 

the repositories of the pure and unadulterated Arabic language. Today the treasure of 

which they were once custodians has been deposited into dictionaries. It is thus to 

dictionaries such as al-Muʿjam al-Wasīṭ that the seeker of the correct form of the 

maṣdar for a particular root will have to turn. 

What is sufficient to know at this stage is— 

• that  the maṣdar is the verbal noun; 
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• that it corresponds to the English form “to do this-or-that” (eg. to eat, to drink, 

to sleep); 

• that it is conjugated from the root letters; 

• that for the thulāthī mujarrad its conjugation does not follow standard 

patterns; 

• and that the best source for unknown maṣdar forms are those dictionaries, 

such al-Muʿjam al-Wasīṭ, that make a point of listing the maṣadir together with 

the verb forms. 

Hereunder follows a list of familiar roots, their māḍī and muḍāriʿ forms, and their 

respective maṣādir. 

�1�� R�� I7�S� 7�k� 

A K :  "Y8 "8"Z   Y8 "8 �M8 "b  '\ �8�Z 

2 H G  "5"( "!   58 ( �3 "b  'o8 "��8"(�! 

C X @  "�8 "[8"�   �8  [8�_8 "b � '�8 �[8"� 

D A F  "%8"�8 "&   %��8 �g8 "b � '� �<8 �8  & 

2 C W  "2 "�8 "-   2 ��8 �T8"b � '� ��8 "- 

> H :  "h8"(8 "Z   h8"(8 �M8 "b � '�8�(8 "Z 

 

Two final remarks about the maṣdar before concluding this lesson: 

• You would have noticed that all the maṣādir in the table end in the manṣūb 

case, i.e. with fatḥatayn. This is on account of a particular rule in naḥw. 

• A particular root might well have more than one maṣdar form. The maṣdar 

given for the root k-t-b above is but one of several. A few others are: 

�8 '� �8"(8�! , �8'�8�(8 "! 
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LESSON 16 

The six abwāb 

Mention has been made before of the fact that the middle letter of the thulāthī 

mujarrad does not consistently display the same ḥarakah. But this lack of consistency 

does not mean that it is completely random and without system. In imposing some 

type of order upon it we begin from the māḍī-muḍāriʿ combination. 

The ʿayn, as the focal point of variation, occurs twice in the māḍī-muḍāriʿ combination: 

once in the māḍī and once in the muḍāriʿ. In each instance it could theoretically have 

any of the three ḥarakāt: fatḥah, ḍammah or kasrah. This produces 9 possibilities, in 

the following manner: 

1  "Z "Y8 "8  "b �M8  Y8 "8  
2  "Z "Y8 "8  "b �M8  Y8  8  

3  "Z "Y8 "8  "b �M8  Y8�8  

 4  "Z �8 "Y8  "b �M8  Y8 "8  

5  "Z �8 "Y8  "b �M8  Y8  8 � 
6  "Z �8 "Y8  "b �M8  Y8�8  

 7  "Z  8 "Y8  "b �M8  Y8 "8 � 
8  "Z  8 "Y8  "b �M8  Y8  8  
9  "Z  8 "Y8  "b �M8  Y8�8 � 

 

But not all of these patterns occur in the Arabic language. Three of them, in fact, do not 

occur at all. They are the ones marked with an �. The remaining 6 forms give us the 

standard patterns to which all thulāthī mujarrad verbs conform. They are called the 

abwāb (singular: bāb)of the thulāthī mujarrad. 

It becomes awkward, however, to refer to each pattern in the above form, eg. the bāb of 

َعلُ 
ْ
َعَل َيف

َ
ِعلُ  or the bāb of ,ف

ْ
َعَل َيف

َ
 For this reason it became standard practice to use one .ف

well known māḍī—muḍāriʿ combination as the prototype by which all other verbs 
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conforming to the same bāb will be identified. The 6 prototypes by which the abwāb 

are called are as follows: 

1  "Z "Y8 "8  "b �M8  Y8 "8  �n���� �-  �n���� "V� �8 

2  "Z "Y8 "8  "b �M8  Y8  8  �#� �k��4  �#� �k�"X� �8 

3  "Z "Y8 "8  "b �M8  Y8�8  �
 �#� ��  �
 �#� "S��8 

 4  "Z �8 "Y8  "b �M8  Y8 "8  ��� �%� �.  ��� �%� "o� �8 

5  "Z �8 "Y8  "b �M8  Y8�8  ��� �o� �*  �� �o� "2� �8 

 6  "Z  8 "Y8  "b �M8  Y8  8  �/ �#� �	  �/ �#� "&� �8 
 

In an unmarked text one constantly comes across thulāthī mujarrad verbs. When the 

reader knows a certain verb to belong to a particular bāb he would know precisely how 

to vocalize it. When he doesn’t know which bāb it belongs to he should typically refer 

to a dictionary in which its bāb is identified. The dictionary al-Muʿjam al-Wasīṭ uses the 

following format to indicate bāb: 

 "y8�88 "z8"�8 "y  ,   8 88 "�8 �8 "!   ,   8"88 "Y8 "8 "&  ,   8 88 "Y8"(8 

In this format the māḍī is given in full, while for the muḍāriʿ only the ḥarakah of the 

ʿayn is indicated by ḥarakah above or below the line. Of the above examples— 

• the first belongs to the bāb of  ُRَُيْن َRَ
َ
 ن

• the second belongs to the bāb of  
َ
ت

ْ
َح َيف

َ
ت
َ
ُح ف  

• the third belongs to the bāb of  ُُرم
ْ
ُرَم َيك

َ
 ك

• and the fourth to the bāb of  ُب ِ
ْ aRَب َي َ َab. 

The Hans Wehr dictionary uses a different format. It spells out the māḍī in Latin 

transliteration and indicates the ع of the muḍāriʿ with the letters a, u or i. The examples 

above would thus appear as follows in the Hans Wehr dictionary: 
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qatala  u  ;    jaʿala  a   ;     kabura  u    ;     qabaḍa  i  

Variation in the amr and nahy 

Earlier, when discussing the amr and the nahy, reference was made to the variation of 

the ع of the root and its effect on the form of the amr and nahy. In the case of the amr 

there was the issue of the ḥarakah of the ا that is added before the root letters to make 

the amr, and for both the amr and nahy there remained the matter of what ḥarakah to 

give to the ع . 

The rule here would be to consider the ḥarakah of the muḍāriʿ. If that ḥarakah is 

ḍammah, both the ا and the ع get a ḍammah. This happens only in 2 of the 6 abwāb:  َRَ
َ
ن

 ُRَُيْن and  ُُرم
ْ
ُرَم َيك

َ
  .will get a kasrah ا In all the remaining abwāb the .ك

As for the ḥarakah of the ع, the rule is simple: the ع of the amr and nahy will take 

whatever ḥarakah the ع has in the muḍāriʿ. 

Ṣarf kabīr and ṣarf ṣaghīr 

There are two devices that are useful in mastering ṣarf. One we have already come 

across. It is when we commit to memory the 14 forms of the verb. This is called ṣarf 

kabīr, or major conjugation. In deciding how precisely to read an unmarked verb, or 

which form of the verb to use in speech or writing, it is useful having this pattern 

stored within the easy reach of one’s memory. The point is not just simply to 

memorize, but to develop the ability to access that memory with ease to the point 

where it comes to resemble a reflex action and ceases being a forced and laborious 

retrieval of memory. 

Aside from ṣarf kabīr there is also the device of ṣarf ṣaghīr. Instead of the 14 forms, it 

focuses upon the basic forms for the māḍī and muḍāriʿ, in both their maʿrūf and majhūl 

forms, the maṣdar, the ism al-fāʿil and ism al-mafʿūl, and the amr and nahy. Set out in 

text, this mnemonic device appears as follows for the bāb of  ُRَُيْن َRَ
َ
 :ن
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 "� , # �;�"� "<  S "Z � ' �{�   {�_ "b " "{"� "� , #C �<  [�_ "Q "<  S "Z � ' �{"�  "{�_  b " �{ � " �j , �  {�� � :  ��_ �Q  � �Q

/ �  {�_"I "l :  ��_ "�  R �S$_�� "� 

To conclude this lesson, and thereby this section of the book, we will now set the ṣarf 

ṣaghīr for all 6 abwāb within a table. 

  "<  S "Z  "�   "<  S "Z   ��_ �Q  � �Q" �j"�   ��_ "�  R �S$_�� "� 

 "Z "h"(8   h"( �M "b � '��(8 "Z  #h�I� "Z  "h�(  Z   h"(M  b � '��( "Z  #> �< ( �M "Q  �h"(8 �Z��  �h"( �M "I "l 

 " "{8"�    {�_ "b � ' �{"�  # �;�"�  " �{ �   "{�_  b � ' �{"�  #C �<  [�_ "Q  �  {�� �  "l  �  {�_ "I 
 "2 " "|   2 � �n"b � '� � "|  #2 �C� "-  "2 �  |   2 " �n b � '� � "|  #2 ��  �n"Q  �2 � �|��  "l  �2 � �n"I 

 ", �
 "�   , "
 �}"b � ' �
 "�  #, �Q� "�  ", �
  �   , "
 �} b � ' �
 "�  �} "Q #K �<  
  �, "
 ����  "l  �, "
 �}"I 

 "5 �} "J   5 �}� "~ � '�� "} �J  #5 ��� "J  "5 �}  J   5 "}�  ~ � '�� "} �J  #2 �<  }� "�  �5 �} �J��  "l  �5 �}� "� 

 "=  � "!   =  � �3 "b � 'Q "� "!  #� �b �� "! −− −− −− −−  �=  � �! �  �=  � �3"I "l 
 

A final note before the end of this lesson: 

• The bāb of  
ْ
ُرَم َيك

َ
ُرمُ ك  does not have a majhūl form. 
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SECTION THREE 

The thulāthī mazīd 

(increased triliteral verb) 
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LESSON 17 

The eight abwāb of the thulāthī mazīd 

 

 "A�"y  "l"+ : �=�"_ ��" ����  ��� ��� "� ���E "@ �< �  !�� "I "l"+ ? "@ �<  � " ��"I "l"+ ? "@ �<  
$� "3"( "I "l"+ ? "@ �<   "
 �}"I? 

 "� "2 " "| � , �D�� "M ����� "=�"_ ��" �j�  ��� ��� "� ���E "�$� "�  $[���� "D�� "M ���/ � "� �!" �j� ��"_ 

� "?� "C"+ �� $_ �@"+  D�� ��  	  g �}"b  �̂ �3� "� , �=�"_ ��" ���� "� �� "?  "�  D�$_����  $� " "� "� , "� $�"� "I   D�$_��

 "�� �< � �T "O� / ": "� "�  $[�� $@"+  D�$_�� "l "�"_ � �� �
 "b  "l "�  G $� "�"( "b/ 

 "� "?� "C"+  �@"+  ��� ��� "� ���E "��Z� "} b / "� "*� 0	"� "� "��E 

Consider the words underlined in the text above. You will notice that all of them are 

afʿāl, or verbs. You will also see that some of them are underlined with a single line and 

others with a double line. What is the difference?  

Let us take the word  َب َ َ ab. Categorizing it is easy since it is one of the prototypes for the 

6 bābs of the thulāthī mujarrad. It is a triliteral verb not only belonging, but 

representing the  ُب ِ
ْ aRَب َي َ َab format. Look next at the verb  َعَرَف. It, too, belongs to the 

format  ُب ِ
ْ aRَب َي َ َab. What about  َشjَِد? Thulāthī mujarrad certainly, but not  ُب ِ

ْ aRَب َي َ َab this 

time since the middle letter (the ع, that is) clearly sports a kasrah. It belongs to the bāb 

of  َُسِمَع َيْسَمع. In one case you will see the addition of the additive suffix for the plural: the 

ـْوا ـُ ِضُبْوا in ـ
َ
 But strip it away and you’re left with just the basic root letters of the .غ

māddah. Aside from the additives that regularly appear in the ṣarf kabīr (the 14 forms) 
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there is nothing else. Remove the additives and the root letters remain. Remove the 

root letters and nothing remains. 

Those were all verbs in their māḍī form. Now for some in muḍāriʿ. In the case of  
ْ
 َيأ

َ
ْون

ُ
ل

ُ
ك  

all you need to do is remove the additive suffix for plural at the end (  
َ

ـْون  and you see ( ـُ

the muḍāriʿ. Then strip away the ḥarf al-muḍāraʿah (the ي at the beginning) and you’re 

left with the root letters. Nothing else remains. Should you eliminate even root letters, 

nothing will remain. You may do the same with the remaining muḍāriʿ verbs 

underlined with a single line: ْوا
ُ

  ,  َيْسُجد
َ

ُبْون َ ْ tu
َ
  ,  ت

َ
ْسَمُعْون

َ
 . ت

What would happen if we do the same stripping away process with the words 

underlined in a double line? Let’s see. The word  َ َّ wxَح
َ
 is a fiʿl māḍī whose root letters are ت

ḥāʾ—yāʾ—rāʾ. It contains no additive suffix for plural or dual. When we break it up this 

is what happens: 

 "�8$�8 "�8"I 
H > B B C 

 

You will notice that only one ي is written but two are listed in the blocks. This is 

because the ي in the word has a tashdīd, and a letter with a tashdīd is really two letters.  

The root letters of this verb, as stated above, are the ح , the ي and the ر  . In the words 

underlined with a single line, when we eliminate the additives, only the root letters 

remain, and when we eliminate the root letters nothing should remain. Does the same 

happen here? Let’s see: 

 "�8$�8 "�8"I 
H > B B C 

 

As you can clearly see, two letters remain. Now take ʿallaqa and do the same: 
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 "�$� "� 
K A A � 
K A A � 

 

This time one letter remains. Now take some of the muḍāriʿ forms. Remember to 

remove all additives (the ḥarf al-muḍāraʿah included) as well as the root letters in the 

elimination process. Our word is  
َ
َتك

َ
 ت

َ
ُمْون

َّ
ل  whose root letters are ل , ك and م . 

 
  "@ �<8  
8$�8 "38"(8 "I 

H H G A A = � @ 
Remove 
additives 

H H G A A = � @ 
Remove 
root  H G A A =   

 

The results are obvious. Now for a last one. This time our word will be  ُيَساِفُر. 

 
  �8�Z�8 "}8  b 

B D � : C 
Remove 
additives B D � : C 
Remove 
root  D � : C 

 

So what have we learnt? It is certainly true that a three-letter root will never contain 

more than three root letters. But when it comes to conjugating verbs from the three-

letter root there are times when nothing but the root letters go into the basic mixture 

for the verb, and times when one or more extra ingredients are added. When the basic 

form of the verb is constituted from nothing but the root letters, we have a case of 

thulāthī mujarrad, and when extra letters are added into the formation of the basic 
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form, this is what we call the thulāthī mazīd (or mazīd fīh). We translate this term as 

increased triliteral. 

Formats of the thulāthī mazīd 

There are several formats according to which extra letters are added to increase the 

triliteral root. Some of them are exceedingly rare and may in fact never be encountered 

by the student who has no wish of reading rare pre-Islamic poetry. We will therefore 

restrict our study to the 8 most common formats of the thulāthī mazīd.  

The table below sets out these 8 formats, the basic māḍī form of the verb, the manner 

in which extra letters are added, and the name by which each format goes. The extra 

letters are indicated by shading. In the lessons that follow each increased form will be 

treated on its own. 

R��   
�� 
 "Y " �Z"+    "+  �:   "K  "A :��, "-�g 
 "Y $ "Z     ":  �K  "K  "A +"6�, "V �m 
 "Y "��"Z     ": �  "K  "A $�� �� �V �� 
 "Y "�� "M "I    "H  ": �  "K  "A + �� �V �m 
 "Y $ "M "I    "H  ":  �K  "K  "A +p, �V �m 
 "Y ""( �Z��    ��  �:  "H  "K  "A  �(:� �,�� "- 

 "Y " �M"( ����  ��  �D  "H  �:   "K  "A :��, "V�� ".�( 
 "Y " "M ����   ��  �@  ":   "K  "A :��, �V "4�( 
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LESSON 18 

Ifʿāl 

The first, and simplest, of the increased form is the bāb known as َعال
ْ
 The increase .ِإف

involves adding a hamzah upon an alif (  
َ
 .before the root letters in the māḍī ( أ

 �:  �I  ")  �� 
 

This increase brings about two types of change: one in meaning, and one in form. 

Meaning 

In terms of meaning, when a root is raised from a simple (mujarrad) format to an 

increased (mazīd) format, there are a number of shades of meaning that could be 

added to the meaning that it conveys. The most common of these is that it becomes 

transitive.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most common meaning-related effect of the bāb of ifʿāl is that it turns lāzim into 

mutaʿaddī. This can be seen in the following example: 

Transitive and intransitive verbs 

Consider the following two verbs: to die, and to kill. What is the difference between them? 

Each one denotes an action, and each one would have a doer who does the action. So in that 

respect they are not much different from one another. But think now, not of the doer, but of 

the person or object upon whom the action is done: the object. How easily does each of these 

two verbs take an object?  

Can you kill someone? Certainly, yes. But can you die someone? You would notice how silly it 

sounds when you threaten to die someone, as opposed to kill someone. A verb which easily 

takes an object is a transitive verb. Alternatively we may describe it as a verb in which the 

action is carried out by the doer against an object. In Arabic we will call this type of verb 

mutaʿaddī. Examples of transitive verbs in English are: to write, to see, to touch, to break, to 

read. 

Where the transitive verb easily takes an object, the intransitive verb—called lāzim in 

Arabic—does not. So just as you cannot die someone else, you also cannot go someone else, 

or come someone else, or exist someone else, or sit someone else. 
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 "F "� "*  �  "F "� �*"+ 

 :means “to go out”. Thus, if Zayd went out, I will say َخَرَج 

 "F "� "*  #	 �b "e 

You can easily see that  َرَج
َ

 does not take an object. In other words, Zayd is simply خ

going out; he is not going someone else out. But what if Zayd took Khālid outside? You 

immediately notice that an object has been introduced, and that the effect of going out 

has now been transferred on to a second party. The verb has now become transitive, or 

mutaʿaddī. So, to indicate this change in meaning, I will no longer use the mujarrad 

form of the verb. Using the ifʿāl format, I will now say: 

 "F "� �*"+ � '	��� "* #	 �b "e 

Form 

The change in form brought about by the bāb of ifʿāl would be best demonstrated 

through a table of ṣarf ṣaghīr. All elements of the ṣarf ṣaghīr are affected, but as far as 

the ṣarf kabīr for the 14 forms is concerned, the verb still conjugates in the same 

manner and with the same additives. 

Ṣarf ṣaghīr 

For best effect, the ṣarf ṣaghīr table must be memorized. Once it has been firmly stored 

in the memory, the steps describing the changes will be merely descriptive as opposed 

to prescriptive. In using the language, be it in reading, writing or speaking, it would be 

infinitely easier to rely upon what is stored in the memory than upon the laboriously 

mechanical route of prescriptive steps. 

  "<  S "Z  "�   "<  S "Z   ��_ �Q  � �Q" �j"�   ��_ "�  R �S$_�� "� 

 "Y8 "8 �Z"+   Y8�8 �M8  b  'l�8 "8 �Z�E  #Y8�8 �M8  Q  "Y8�8 �Z +   Y8 "8 �M8  b  'l�8 "8 �Z�E  #Y8 "8 �M8  Q  �Y8�8 �Z"+  �Y�8 �M8  I "l 
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The māḍī  

The māḍī is formed by adding a hamzah written above an alif (  
َ
 before the root ( أ

letters. The ف is then given a sukūn, while the ع and ل both receive a fatḥah. The result 

is: 

 "Y8 "8 �Z"+ 
And when we apply the same steps to a few other sets of root letters we get: 

 "�8"� �*"+ , "G "C �?"+ , "̂ "} �J"+ , "�"� ��"+ , "Y "*�?"+ 

The majhūl form of the māḍī is formed by a change of ḥarakāt. The أ now gets a 

ḍammah while the ع gets a kasrah. Thus we get: 

 "Y8 �8 �Z +�   "�8�� �* + , "G �C �? + , "̂ �} �J + , "��� �� + , "Y �*�? + 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The permanent and non-permanent hamzah 

There are two types of hamzas. The one never falls away in pronounciation, even 

when connected to words or letters before it. This hamzah is generally written as a 

hamzah above or below an alif and it goes by the name of hamzat al-qaṭʿ. We might 

call it the permanent hamzah. The hamzas of the ifʿāl bāb (i.e. the ones that appear 

at the beginning of the māḍī and amr of ifʿāl, which are  ََعل
ْ
ف

َ
ِعلَ  , أ

ْ
ف

ُ
ِعلْ  and أ

ْ
ف

َ
 are (أ

prominent examples of hamzat al-qaṭʿ. 

The other hamzah is written simply as an alif without any hamzah above or below 

it. Often, when connected to other letters or words before it, it will fall away in 

pronounciation. It is called hamzat al-waṣl, or the hamzah of joining. All the hamzas 

we saw in the amr forms of the thulāthī mujarrad are of this type, and a few more 

of them will come in some of the mazīd formats. The most common example of this 

non-permanent hamzah is the definite article al- that appears before nouns: 

ُجُل  ِكَتاُب  ، الرَّ
ْ
ُم  ، ال

َ
ل
َ
ق

ْ
  ال

Now you might understand why, when we join the basmalah at the beginning of 

the sūrahs al-Qāriʿah and al-Takāthur, we read, 

﴿ 
ْ
ُر ﴿         but         ﴾قارعةبسم � الرحمن الرحيِم ال

ُ
اث

َ
ك ُم التَّ

ُ
َهاك

ْ
ل
َ
﴾بسم � الرحمن الرحيِم أ  
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The muḍāriʿ 

The format for the muḍāriʿ, as your memory would no doubt be able to inform you, is 

that the initial ي (i.e. the ḥarf al-muḍāraʿah) gets a ḍammah; the ف gets a sukūn; the ع 

receives a kasrah; and the ل a ḍammah. Thus— 

  Y8�8 �M  b�   �* �	  b  �8�� �  � ,  G �C �	  b ,  ̂ �}�  ~ ,  ��� �}  b ,  Y 

For the majhūl the kasrah of the ع changes to a fatḥah: 

  Y8 "8 �M  b�    �8"� �  � ,  G "C �	  b ,  ̂ "}�  ~ ,  �"� �}  b ,  Y "* �	  b 

The amr and nahy 

The amr and nahy closely follow the muḍāriʿ. The amr differs only in that it replaces the 

ḥarf al-muḍāraʿah at the beginning with a أ (which is a hamzat al-qaṭʿ) marked with a 

fatḥah, and the last letter (the ل) becomes silent with a sukūn. 

 �Y8 �8 �Z"+�   ��8�� �*"+ , �G �C �?"+ , �̂ �} �J"+ , ���� ��"+ , �Y �*�?"+ 

Replace the hamzat al-qaṭʿ of the amr with a  
َ

 with a ḍammah and you have ت and a ال

the nahy. 

 �Y8 �8 �M8 I "l�   ��8�� ��8 I "l , �G �C �	8 I "l , �̂ �} ��8 I "l , ���� �}8 I "l , �Y �* �	8 I "l 

The ism al-fāʿil and ism al-mafʿūl 

The active and passive participles also follow the muḍāriʿ closely. The ism al-fāʿil 

follows the muḍāriʿ maʿrūf while the ism al-mafʿūl follows the muḍāriʿ majhūl. For both, 

simply replace the ḥarf al-muḍāraʿah with a م with a ḍammah, and give the ل a tanwīn. 

Whether that tanwīn should be fatḥatayn, kasratayn or ḍammatayn is really a matter of 

naḥw, but for simplicity’s sake we will use ḍammatayn. 

  Y8�8 �M  b�    #Y8�8 �M8  Q�   #�8��8�  � , #G �C �	  Q , #̂ �}�  � , #��� �}  Q , #Y �* �	  Q 
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  Y8 "8 �M  b�    #Y8 "8 �M8  Q�   "C �	  Q , #̂ "}�  � , #�"� �}  Q , #Y "* �	  Q #�8"�8�  � , #G 

The maṣdar 

Previously, when discussing the maṣdar of the thulāthī mujarrad, it was mentioned that 

the mujarrad does not have a stable form for the maṣdar. The thulāthī mazīd, however, 

does have a stable form. It is formed by adding a hamzat al-qaṭʿ with a kasrah (  ِإ ) at the 

beginning, and an elongating ا between the ع and ل . 

  #A�8 "8 �Z�E�   #C�8"�8 �*�E , #G� "C �?�E , #@� "} �J�E , #= "\ ���E , #A� "* �?�E 

In the ṣarf ṣaghīr we normally give fatḥatayn to the maṣdar (i.e. we make it manṣūb) for 

reasons of naḥw. Here we have left it with ḍammatayn (i.e. marfūʿ). 

Ṣarf kabīr 

For the 14 forms of the ṣarf kabīr, the bāb of ifʿāl—and for that matter, all the abwāb of 

the thulāthī mazīd—conjugate in exactly the same way as the thulāthī mujarrad. To 

draw up the entire ṣarf kabīr table might therefore be unnecessary. To demonstrate the 

point, though, we will draw a table for the māḍī and muḍāriʿ. 

 

$_6`  R�� I7�S� 

���O 
# �	 �� �� 

1 �# "V ��   �Z"+ "Y8 "8   Y8�8 �M8  b 
W�X�Y ��   �Z "+ "\8 "8  �M8  b "\8�8 �@ 
�" �Z   �Z "+� �<8 �8 "8 8  b �M "@ �<8 �8 �8 

[�4 �\ ��  
1 �# "V ��   �Z "+ �]8"�8 "8   Y8�8 �M8  I 
W�X�Y ��   �Z "+�8"(8"�8 "8  �@ "\8�8 �M8  I 
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�" �Z   �Z "+ "̂ 8 ��8 "8   b "̂ ��8 �8 �M8 

��P�� �Q  

# �	 �� ��  

1 �# "V ��   �Z "+ "]8��8 "8   Y8�8 �M8  I 
W�X�Y ��   �Z "+�8 "
8 (8��8 "8 8 �8 �M8  I �@ "\ 
�" �Z   �Z "+ ��8 (8��8 "8  "@ �<8 �8 �8 �M8  I 

[�4 �\ ��  

1 �# "V ��   �Z "+ �]8��8 "8  "̂ �8���8 �8 �M8  I 
W�X�Y ��   �Z "+�8 "
8 (8��8 "8  �@ "\8�8 �M8  I 
�" �Z   �Z "+ $̂ 8 (8��8 "8  "̂ ��8 �8 �M8  I 

�@� �&�� �� 
1 �# "V ��  �Z "+  ]8��8 "8   Y8�8 �Z  + 
�" �Z   �Z "+ ��8 "8�8"_8   Y8�8 �M8 � 
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LESSON 19 

Tafʿīl 

In this format of the thulāthī mazīd, an extra middle letter (or in other words, an extra 

ʿayn) gets added to produce the basic form. This results in a doubled middle letter 

represented by a tashdīd. But as stated before, the tashdīd actually represents two of 

the same letter. 

 �:  �I  "I  �) =  �:   �I  �) 

 

Meaning 

There are a number of shades of meaning that the tafʿīl format could potentially 

convey. Of these, transitivity (i.e. becoming mutaʿaddī) is the most common. Thus, if  َعِلَم 

means to know, then  َم
َّ
 means to make (someone else) know, or in simpler terms, to َعل

teach. 

  #	 $
"  � "��� "��  � '	�� �� "C #	 $
"  � "�$� "� 
Ṣarf ṣaghīr 

For the sake of easy, unfettered and uncomplicated reference, make sure to memorize 

this table. When memorized well, reference to it will eventually become so well-oiled 

that its application will be virtually reflexive and second nature. 

  "<  S "Z  "�   "<  S "Z   ��_ �Q  � �Q" �j"�   ��_ "�  R �S$_�� "� 

 "Y8 $8"Z   Y8 �8 "M8  b  '\8�� � �M8 "I  #Y8 �8 "M8  Q  "Y8 �8 Z   Y8 $8 "M8  b  '\8�� � �M8 "I  #Y8 $8 "M8  Q  �Y8 �8"Z  �Y �8 "M8  I "l 
 

Māḍī 

For the basic form of the māḍī the ف retains a fatḥah; the ع doubles up with a tashdīd 

and a fatḥah; and the ل gets a fatḥah as well. 
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  "Y8 $8 "Z�    ,  "�$� "�  ,  "�$� "�  "2 $�8"y  ,  "= $� "!  ,  "Y $T"Z 

For the māḍī majhūl the fatḥah of the ف changes to a ḍammah, and the ع’s ḥarakah 

changes to a kasrah. 

  "Y8 �8  Z�    "2 ��8 y  ,  "= ��  !  ,  "Y �T Z  ,  "���  �  ,  "���  � 

Muḍāriʿ 

As in ifʿāl, making the muḍāriʿ entails adding a ḥarf al-muḍāraʿah (in the initial form, a 

 .is then given a tashdīd with a kasrah ع with a ḍammah in front. The (ي

   Y8 �8 "M8  b�    "2 ��8 "1  b  ,   = �� "3  b  ,   Y �T"M  b  ,   ��� "}  b  ,   ��� "  b 

For the muḍāriʿ majhūl the ḥarakah of the doubled ع changes to a fatḥah. 

   Y8 $8 "M8  b�    "2 $�8 "1  b  ,   = $� "3  b  ,   Y $T"M  b  ,   �$� "}  b  ,   �$� "  b 

Amr and nahy 

For the amr the middle doubled letter gets a kasrah and the last letter a sukūn. The 

same happens for the nahy, together with the addition of the prefix ـ
ُ
 ت

َ
 .ال

  �Y8 �8 "Z�    �2 ��8 "y  ,  �= ��8 "!  ,  �Y �T"Z  ,  ���� "�  ,  ���� "� 

  �Y8 �8 "M8 I "l�    �2 ��8 "1  I "l  ,  �= ��8 "38  I "l  ,  �Y �T "M I "l  ,  ���� "} I "l  ,  ���� "  I "l 

Ism al-fāʿil and ism al-mafʿūl 

The active and passive participles follow the muḍāriʿ maʿrūf and muḍāriʿ majhūl 

respectively, but with a ḍammah-carrying م instead of the ḥarf al-muḍāraʿah. 

  #Y8 �8 "M8  Q�    #2 ��8 "1  Q  ,  #= �� "3  Q  ,  #Y �T"M  Q  ,  #��� "}  Q  ,  #��� "  Q 
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  #Y8 $8 "M8  Q�    #�$� "  Q   #2 $�8 "1  Q  ,  #= $� "3  Q  ,  #Y $T"M  Q  ,  #�$� "}  Q  , 

The maṣdar 

The maṣādir, as we have learnt, are very much eponymous to the abwāb of the thulāthī 

mazīd: they give their name to these abwāb. This being the bāb of tafʿīl, its maṣdar is 

formed by adding a ت with a fatḥah in the beginning, giving the ع a kasrah and 

elongating that kasrah through adding an extra ي after it. The ل at the end remains 

open to all three ḥarakāt, depending upon which rule of naḥw acts upon it. 

  #Y8�� � �M8 "I�   ,  #����� � "I   #5�b �� �1 "I  ,  #� �b �� �3"I  ,  #Y�� �T�M"I  ,  #����� �}"I  
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LESSON 20 

Mufāʿalah 

In this bāb one extra letter is added to the root letters of the māḍī form. It is an ا 

between the ف and the ل. 

 �:  �I (  �) 
 

Meaning 

The mufāʿalah format adds a sense of mutuality, where the act happens mutually 

between two parties, to the verb.  ََتل
َ
 for example, denotes the act of one person killing ,ق

another, but taken to the form of mufāʿalah it becomes  َل
َ
ات

َ
 with an elongated first ق

syllable. In this format it conveys the sense that each parties is striving to kill the other: 

thus, it means to fight each other (in order to kill one another). 

Form 

The main feature of this bāb is the addition of an elongating ا after the ف. This alif 

features in all the forms of the ṣarf ṣaghīr except for the māḍī majhūl where it is 

replaced by a و . 

Ṣarf ṣaghīr 

Memorize this table well. 

  "<  S "Z  "�   "<  S "Z   ��_ �Q  � �Q" �j"�   ��_ "�  R �S$_�� "� 

 "Y "��8"Z   Y ���8 "M8  b  'o"�8 "�� "M  Q  #Y8 ���8 "M8  Q  "Y8 �� �<8 Z   Y8 "��8 "M8  b  'o"�8 "�� "M  Q  #Y8 "��8 "M8  Q  "Z �Y8 ���8  �Y ��� "M8  I "l 
 

Māḍī 

An ا is added to elongate the ف. All the letters carry fatḥah. 
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   "Y8 "��8 "Z�   "	 "�� "�  ,  "�"Z�"�  ,  "2 "C� "-  ,  "Y"I� "y  ,  "	 "�� "& 

For the māḍī majhūl, change the ḥarakah of the ف to a ḍammah. The ا that used to 

elongate the fatḥah of the ف does not agree with the ḍammah at all, so it is transformed 

into a و which will now elongate the ḍammah. The fatḥah of the ع is changed to a 

kasrah. The ل retains its fatḥah. 

   "Y8 �� �<8  Z�   "��Z �< �  ,  "2 �C �<  -  ,  "Y�I �< y  ,  "	 �� �<  &   "	 �� �<  �  , 

Muḍāriʿ 

The muḍāriʿ, as usual¸ is formed through the addition of the ḥarf al-muḍāraʿah in front. 

It will have a ḍammah. In addition, the ي will have a kasrah. 

    Y8 ���8 "M8  b�    	 ���"  �    	 ��� "}  b  ,   ��Z�"_  b  ,   2 �C� "T b  ,   Y�I� "1  b  ,  

For the muḍāriʿ majhūl the kasrah of the ي changes into a fatḥah. 

    Y8 "��8 "M8  b�    	 "��"  �    	 "�� "}  b  ,   �"Z�"_  b  ,   2 "C� "T b  ,   Y"I� "1  b  ,  

Amr and nahy 

The amr retains the ا elongating the ف, but the ع is now given a kasrah, while the ل gets 

a sukūn. 

   �Y8 ���8 "Z�   �	 ��� "�  ,  ���Z�"�  ,  �2 �C� "-  ,  �Y�I� "y  ,  �	 ��� "&  

In the nahy the form of the amr is given the prefix ـ
ُ
 ت

َ
 .ال

   �Y8 ���8 "M8 I "l�   �	 ��� "} I "l  ,  ���Z�"_  I "l  ,  �2 �C� "T I "l  ,  �Y�I� "1  I "l  ,  �	 ��� "  � "l  
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Ism al-fāʿil and ism al-mafʿūl 

The ism al-fāʿil once again closely follows the muḍāriʿ maʿrūf while the ism al-mafʿūl 

follows the muḍāriʿ majhūl. 

   #Y8 ���8 "M8  Q�   #	 ��� "}  Q  ,  #��Z�"_  Q  ,  #2 �C� "T  Q  ,  #Y�I� "1  Q  ,  #	 ���"  U 

   #Y8 "��8 "M8  Q�   "1  Q  ,  #	 "��"  U #	 "�� "}  Q  ,  #�"Z�"_  Q  ,  #2 "C� "T  Q  ,  #Y"I� 

Maṣdar 

The name of this bāb is its maṣdar. It looks very similar to the ism al-mafʿūl, with the 

difference of a ة (tāʾ marbūṭah) at the end. 

   #o8 "�8 "��8 "M8  Q�   ,  #o "� "C� "T Q ,  #o "� "I� "1  Q ,  #6 "	 "��"  U #6 "	 "�� "}  Q ,  #o "1 "Z�"_  Q 

The bāb of mufāʿalah, however, also has an alternative form for the maṣdar that may be 

used in place of the above form. It contains no extra م at the beginning, but has its last 

syllable (between the ع and the ل) elongated with an ا . Its ف has a kasrah. 

   #A�8 "8�Z�   #?� " ��  ,  #�� "M��  ,  #2� �|  ,  #A�"(�y  ,  #?� "S �& 

When this alternative maṣdar is added into the ṣarf ṣaghīr it looks like this: 

  "<  S "Z  "�   "<  S "Z   ��_ �Q  � �Q" �j"�   ��_ "�  R �S$_�� "� 

 "Y "��8"Z   Y ���8 "M8  b 
 "M  Q 'o"�8 "�� 

 'l� "�Z "� 
 #Y8 ���8 "M8  Q  "Y8 �� �<8 Z   Y8 "��8 "M8  b 

 'o"�8 "�� "M  Q 
 'l� "�Z "� 

 #Y8 "��8 "M8  Q  �Y8 ���8"Z  �Y ��� "M8  I "l 
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LESSON 21 

Tafāʿul 

In this bāb two extra letters are added to the root letters of the māḍī form: a ت in the 

beginning, and then an ا between the ف and the  .  ل

 �:  �I (  �)  �G 
 

Meaning 

This bāb, like the previous one, conveys the sense of mutuality.  َب َ َ ab means he hit. In 

 on the scale of mufāʿalah, the act of hitting becomes mutual in terms of ,َضاَرَب 

occurrence, but described only from the one side. In other words, if Khālid and Saʿīd 

are hitting one another and I wish to describe what is happening, but only from 

Khālid’s perspective, I will use the mufāʿalah format: 

� '	�� � "� #	��� "* "2 "C� "- 

In this sentence the act of hitting is mutual, but it is Khālid who appears as the hitter 

while Saʿīd, who is hitting back equally hard, appears as the recipient of Khālid’s 

beating. When perspective no longer matters and I simply wish to describe the mutual 

act of hitting, ascribing it to all parties involved, I will use the tafāʿul format: 

 #	�� � "�� #	��� "* "2 "C� "T"I  

The format of tafāʿul may also be used to indicate pretense. The verb  َمِرَض means he 

was ill, but the same root ( م ر ض ) on the tafāʿul format means he pretended to be ill. 

 "W "C�" "�   )�� �
���(�� 
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Form 

The māḍī of tafāʿul closely follows that of mufāʿalah except in respect of the initial ت 

that is added. It is in the muḍāriʿ—and following it, the amr and nahy—that there is a 

greater degree of departure from mufāʿalah. But as usual, it is first the ṣarf ṣaghīr table 

that should be memorized. 

  "<  S "Z  "�   "<  S "Z   ��_ �Q  � �Q" �j"�   ��_ "�  R �S$_�� "� 

 "Y "��8 "M "I  "�� "M8"( "b  Y  '\  �� "M "I  #Y ��� "M"(8  Q  "Y �� �<  M8  I   Y8 "�� "M8"(  b  '\  �� "M "I  #Y "�� "M8"(  Q  �Y8 "�� "M8 "I  �Y "�� "M"(8 "I "l 
 

Māḍī 

Except for the initial ت the māḍī of tafāʿul looks the same as the māḍī of mufāʿalah. 

 "I  "Y8 "��8 "M8�  ,  "� "&� "�"I  ,  "Y"I� "1 "I   ,  "2 "C� "1 "I ,  "	 "��"� "I   "Y"y�"_ "I 

For the māḍī majhūl the ت’s ḥarakah changes into a ḍammah. The same happens to the 

ḥarakah of the ف, and to agree with the ḍammah the ا changes into a و . As in mufāʿalah, 

the ع gets a kasrah and the ل retains its fatḥah. 

  "Y8 �� �<8  M8  I�  ,  "� �& �<  �8 I  ,  "Y�I �<  18 I  ,  "2 �C �<  18 I  ,  "	 �� �< �8  I   "Y�y �< _8  I  

Muḍāriʿ 

The muḍāriʿ differs from the māḍī only in two aspects: it adds a ي with a fatḥah at the 

beginning, and the ل gets a ḍammah. 

8 "b "(   Y8 "��8 "M8�  ,   � "&� "�"( "b  ,   Y"I� "1"( "b  ,   	 "��"�"( "b ,   2 "C� "1"( "b    Y"y�"_"( "b 

For the muḍāriʿ	majhūl the ḥarakah	of the ي changes from fatḥah to ḍammah. 

8  b "(   Y8 "��8 "M8�  ,   2 "C� "1"(  b ,   � "&� "�"(  b  ,   Y"I� "1"(  b  ,   	 "��"�"(  b    Y"y�"_"(  b 
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Amr and nahy 

The amr looks very much like the māḍī except that the last letter carries a sukūn. The 

nahy only adds the suffix ـ
َ
 ت

َ
 .ال

 "I  �Y8 "��8 "M8�  ,  �� "&� "�"I  ,  �Y"I� "1 "I   ,  �2 "C� "1 "I ,  �	 "��"� "I   �Y"y�"_ "I 

8 "I "l "(  �Y8 "��8 "M8�  ,  �� "&� "�"( "I "l  ,  �Y"I� "1"( "I "l  ,  �	 "��"8�"( "I "l ,  �2 "C� "1"( "I "l   �Y"y�"_"( "I "l  

Ism al-fāʿil and ism al-mafʿūl 

The ism al-fāʿil adds a م with a ḍammah at the beginning and gives a kasrah to the  .  ع

The ism al-mafʿūl, on the other hand, gives the ع a fatḥah. 

8  Q "(  #Y8 ���8 "M8�  ,  #� �&� "�"(  Q  ,  #Y�I� "1"(  Q   ,  #2 �C� "1"(  Q ,  #	 ���"�"(  Q   #Y�y�"_"(  Q 

8  Q "(  #Y8 "��8 "M8�    #� "&� "�"(  Q  ,  #Y"I� "1"(  Q,   ,  #2 "C� "1"(  Q ,  #	 "��"�"(  Q   #Y"y�"_"(  Q 

Maṣdar 

The maṣdar is اُعل
َ
ف

َ
 .ت

 "I  #Y8  ��8 "M8�  ,  #�  &� "�"I  ,  #Y I� "1 "I   ,  #2  C� "1 "I ,  #	  ��"� "I   #Y y�"_ "I  
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LESSON 22 

Tafaʿʿul 

For the bāb of ل عُّ
َ
ف

َ
 ت two extra letters are added to the root letters of the māḍī form: a ت

at the beginning, and then the ع in the middle is doubled through a tashdīd. 

 �:  �I  �)  �G 
 

Meaning 

The bāb of tafaʿʿul is not exclusively associated with one specific meaning. There are a 

number of meanings conveyed by it. One of these is muṭāwaʿah, or subordinacy. To 

understand this term, envisage a person breaking glass. He is exerting the act of 

breaking upon the glass; the glass duly complies by shattering. By shattering, the glass 

responds subordinately to the act of breaking. In this sense it has been subordinated to 

the act of breaking.  َuَ
َ
ُب  on the mujarrad scale of) ك ِ

ْ aRَب َي َ ab) or  َ َّu
َ
 on the scale of) ك

ِعْيل
ْ
ف

َ
 means to break something. Among its various meanings, the bāb of tafaʿʿul is (ت

used to indicate muṭāwaʿah or subordinacy to this act. The resultant verb is  َ َّu
َ
ك

َ
 . ت

  F� "& ���� $� "3"(8 "Z , "F� "& ����  	 "� "< ��� " "� "! 

Upgrading from thulāthī mujarrad to tafaʿʿul could also convey a sense of seeking or 

practicing with difficulty. The study of fiqh, for example, is expressed in the verb  َه
َّ
ق

َ
ف

َ
 ,ت

while the exercise of patience under difficult circumstances is denoted by the verb  َ َّ �xَص
َ
 .ت

The association of any of these meanings with this format, however, is not a hard and 

fast rule. It often happens that a verb on the scale of tafaʿʿul contains no discernible 

extra meaning. 
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Form 

The elements that go into the formation of tafaʿʿul are two: a ت with a fatḥah at the 

beginning, and the doubling of the ع. But first, memorization of the ṣarf ṣaghīr. 

  "<  S "Z  "�   "<  S "Z  "�  ��_ �Q  � �Q" �j   ��_ "�  R �S$_�� "� 

 "Y $8 "M "I   Y $ "M8"( "b  '\ �8 "M "I  #Y � "M"(8  Q  "Y �  M8  I   Y $8 "M8"(  b  '\ �8 "M "I  #Y $ "M8"(  Q  �Y $8 "M8 "I  �Y $ "M"(8 "I "l 
 

Māḍī 

In addition to adding the ت and doubling the ع with tashdīd, all the letters are given 

fatḥah. 

  "Y8 $8 "M8 "I�   "�$� " "I  ,  ": $ "�"I  ,  "5$_ " "�  ,  " $� "["I  ,  "� $1 "M "I 

For the māḍī majhūl the fatḥah of both the ت and the ف changes to a ḍammah, and the 

fatḥah of the ع changes to a kasrah. 

  "Y8 �8  M8  I�   " ��  [ I  ,  "� �1  M  I  "���    I  ,  ": �  � I  ,  "5�_  g8 I  , 

Muḍāriʿ 

The muḍāriʿ adds only two things to the māḍī: an initial ي with a fatḥah, and a ḍammah 

to the ل . 

   Y8 $8 "M8"(8 "b�    �$� ""( "b  ,   : $ "�"( "b  ,   5$_ "g"( "b  ,   $� "["( "b  ,   � $1 "M"( "b  

All that needs to be done for the muḍāriʿ majhūl is to change the fatḥah of the initial ل 

into a ḍammah. 

   Y8 $8 "M8"(8  b�    b  �$� ""(  b  ,   : $ "�"(  b  ,   5$_ "g"(  b  ,   $� "["(  b  ,   � $1 "M"(  
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Amr and nahy 

The amr resembles the māḍī, except that its ل carries a sukūn. To this the nahy adds the 

prefix ـ
َ
 ت

َ
 .ال

  �Y8 $8 "M8 "I�   ��$� " "I  ,  �: $ "�"I  ,  �5$_ " "�  ,  � $� "["I  ,  �� $1 "M "I 

  �Y8 $8 "M8"(8 "I "l�   ��$� ""( "I "l  ,  �: $ "�"("I "l  ,  �5$_ "g"( "I "l  ,  � $� "["( "I "l  ,  �� $1 "M"( "I "l 

Ism al-fāʿil and ism al-mafʿūl 

In the ism al-fāʿil a م with a ḍammah is added at the beginning, while the ع receives a 

kasrah. The ism al-mafʿūl differs only in respect of the ḥarakah of the ع. For the ism al-

mafʿūl the ع will receive a fatḥah. 

 �8 "M8"(8  Q  #Y8�   #��� ""(  Q  ,  #: � "�"(  Q  ,  #5�_ "g"(  Q  ,  # �� "["(  Q  ,  #� �1 "M"(  Q 

8  Q "(  #Y8 $8 "M8�  ,  #� $g "�"(  Q  ,  #Y$( "1"(  Q   ,  #2 $� "1"(  Q ,  #	 $"�"(  Q   #Y $1"_"(  Q 

  

Maṣdar 

The maṣdar is ل عُّ
َ
ف

َ
 .ت

  #Y8 �8 "M8 "I�   ,  # �� "["I  ,  #� �1 "M "I  #��� " "I  ,  #: � "�"I  ,  #5�_ " "�  
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LESSON 23 

Iftiʿāl 

For this bāb two extra letters are added to the root letters of the māḍī form: an ا (alif 

which is a hamzat al-waṣl or non-permanent hamzah) at the beginning; and then a ت 

after the ف. 

 �:  �I  �G  ")  ِا 

 

Meaning 

Like tafaʿʿul in the previous lesson, the bāb of iftiʿāl often has no special meaning 

excusively associated with it. Sometimes it does carry a specific meaning, however. One 

of these meanings is the same muṭāwaʿah or subordinacy that we encountered in 

tafaʿʿul. The verb  ََجَمع denotes that act of gathering, i.e. for one person or entity to bring 

others together. It is a transitive verb whose effect is seen in others. When those others 

eventually do get together due to the gatherer’s efforts, their coming together is 

expressed in the verb  َِاْجَتَمع . 

� �<   "
"( �&�"Z , "o"� "�$���  D �C	 8�9� "," "� 

It could also be used to indicate the usage or wearing of something. Usage of ْحل
ُ
 ك

(antimony) in the eyes is described by the verb  ََتَحل
ْ
 and the verb that indicates the , ِاك

wearing of a ْعل
َ
َتَعلَ  is (sandal) ن

ْ
 . ِان

Form 

In iftiʿāl an ا with a kasrah is added in the beginning, and a ت comes between the ف and 

the ع . Unlike the ا of ifʿāl, this one is not a case of hamzat al-qaṭʿ, but rather hamzat al-

waṣl, meaning that when connected to letters before it, it falls away in pronounciation. 

For this reason it is always written as an ا only, and never with an actual ء above or 

below it. 
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Ṣarf ṣaghīr 

As before, memorization of the ṣarf ṣaghīr is crucial. 

  "<  S "Z  "�   "<  S "Z   ��_ �Q  � �Q" �j"�   ��_ "�  R �S$_�� "� 

 "Y ""(8 �Z��   Y�"(8 �M "b  'l� "�(8 �Z��  #Y�8"(8 �M  Q  "Y� (8 �Z �   Y "8"( �M  b  'l� "�(8 �Z��  #Y "8"(8 �M  Q  �Y�"(8 �Z��  �Y�"(8 �M8 "I "l 
 

Māḍī 

The māḍī is formed by adding the ا with a kasrah in the beginning, and a ت between the 

 .all the other letters have fatḥah ا Aside from the . ع and ف

  "Y8 "8"(8 �Z���    "� "1"( ����  ,  "A "	"( ����  ,  "Y ""( ����  ,  "Y "�"( �!��  ,  ", "
"( �&��  

The māḍī majhūl is formed through a change of ḥarakāt: the ا and ت each gets a 

ḍammah while the ع gets a kasrah. The ل retains its fatḥah. 

  "Y8�8 (8 �Z ��    "� �1 (8 �� �  ,  "A �	 ( �� �  ,  "Y� (8 �� �  ,  "Y �� ( �! �  ,  ", �
 ( �& �  

Muḍāriʿ 

In the muḍāriʿ a ي with a fatḥah is brought in the beginning; the ف gets a sukūn; the ت 

gets a fatḥah; the ع a kasrah; and the ل a ḍammah. 

   Y8�8"(8 �M8 "b�     � �1"(�_ "b  ,   A �	"( � "b  ,   Y�"(�_ "b  ,   Y ��"( �3 "b  ,   , �
"(� "�  

For the majhūl the ḥarakah of the ي changes to a ḍammah, while that of the ع changes 

to a fatḥah. 

   Y8 "8"(8 �M8  b�     � "1"(�_  b  ,   A "	"( �  b  ,   Y ""(�_  b  ,   Y "�"( �3  b  ,   , "
"(�  �  
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Amr and nahy 

It takes three adaptations to make the amr: an ا with a kasrah at the beginning; a kasrah 

to the ع; and a sukūn to the ل. 

  �Y8�8"(8 �Z���    ��  ,  �Y ��"( �!��  ,  �, �
"( �&�� �� �1"( ����  ,  �A �	"( ����  ,  �Y�"( ��  

Replace the ا with the prohibitive prefix ـ
َ
 ت

َ
 .and you have the nahy ال

  �Y8�8"(8 �M8"I "l�    �� �1"(�_ "I "l  ,  �A �	"( � "I "l  ,  �Y�"(�_ "I "l  ,  �Y ��"( �3"I "l  ,  �, �
"( � "� "l  

Ism al-fāʿil and ism al-mafʿūl 

Both ism al-fāʿil and ism al-mafʿūl take a م with a ḍammah at the beginning. They differ 

in that the ع of the ism al-fāʿil will have a kasrah while for the ism al-mafʿūl it will have 

a fatḥah. 

  #Y8�8"(8 �M8  Q�    �"(�_8  Q  ,  #Y ��"( �3  Q  ,  #, �
"( �g8  Q #� �1"(�_8  Q  ,  #A �	"( �8  Q  ,  #Y 

  #Y8 "8"(8 �M8  Q�    #� "1"(�_8  Q  ,  #A "	"( �8  Q  ,  #Y ""(�_8  Q  ,  #Y "�"( �3  Q  ,  #, "
"( �g8  Q  

Maṣdar 

As the name of the bāb indicates, the maṣdar is ِتَعال
ْ
 elongating the last ا with an ِاف

syllable. 

  #A�8 "8�(8 �Z���    #=� "1�( ����  ,  #A� "	�( ����  ,  #A� "�( ����  ,  #A� "��( �!��  ,  #K "�8�( �&��  

Heavy letters 

The letters of the Arabic alphabet are either heavy or light. Most letters are of the light 

variety, but there are a few whose pronunciation is considered heavy. They are: 
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�  �  W  X 

The ت of iftiʿāl is of course a very light letter. When the ف letter before it is equally light 

(  اِ 
ْ
 ك
َ
 ، اِ  لَ َح ت

ْ
 ن
َ
 ت
َ
 ق

َ
 ْج ، اِ  د

َ
 ت
َ
َب ن ) nothing out of the ordinary happens and the ت remains a ت. But 

when the ف letter happens to be one of the heavy letters (ص ض ط ظ) there comes 

about the difficulty of combining a heavy letter with a light one. The solution is simple: 

change the ت into the closest heavy letter which it resembles: the ط. The following 

examples demonstrate this: 

 

�1�� ( ) G I : R�� 
K @ X  ��  �X  "�  "@  "K  ","_ "� ���� 
K F W  ��  �W  "�  "F  "K  ", "g"� �-�� 

? C �  ��  ��  "�  "C  "?  "?�88$��� 
 

One who is unaware of this rule might not always realize that the word he is looking at 

is actually from the bāb of iftiʿāl because he might be looking for the ت. Once he knows 

that the ت changes to a ط in order to accommodate heavy letters at the ف position he 

will have no problem in identifying the bāb. 
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LESSON 24 

Istifʿāl 

The basic formation of the ِعال
ْ
ـِاْستَ  format involves a long prefix ِاْسِتف  before the basic 

letters of the māḍī. The ا in the prefix is a non-permanent hamzat al-waṣl.  

 �:  �I  ")  �G  ";  ِا 

 

Meaning 

This bāb conveys the meaning of seeking.  َر
َ
ف

َ
 for example, means he forgave, but if ,غ

you want to describe the act of seeking forgiveness, you change the mujarrad form of 

your verb to the bāb of istifʿāl, producing the verb  َر
َ
ف

ْ
َب  ,Similarly . ِاْسَتغ

َ
ت

َ
 means he ك

wrote, but when I ask a calligrapher to write something for me—that is, when I seek the 

act of writing to be done for me—I use the verb in the istifʿāl format to produce  َتَب
ْ
 . ِاْسَتك

 "� "M "O "�� "� "M �N"( ��� �̂ "Q   � "�  �� 
 � �� "5"( "3"Z "��$�" � �  ]��"( �3"( ���� 

Form 

The major feature of istifʿāl is its long prefix which consists of three letters: an ا (or ي 

for the muḍāriʿ); then a س; and then a ت. The ا here is a case of hamzat al-waṣl which 

falls away in pronouncition (though not in writing) when joined.  

Ṣarf ṣaghīr 

To master this bāb, memorize this table well: 

  "<  S "Z  "�   "<  S "Z   ��_ �Q  � �Q" �j"�   ��_ "�  R �S$_�� "� 

 "Y " �M"( ����   Y� �M"( �} "b  'l� " �M�( ����  #Y� �M"( �}  Q  "Y� �M8 ( �� �   Y " �M"( �}  b  'l� " �M�( ����  #Y " �M"( �}  Q  �Y� �M"( ����  �Y� �M"( �}"I "l 
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Māḍī 

Add the prefix ِاْسَتـ in the beginning; give the ف a sukūn, and all the remaining letters 

fatḥah. This is the māḍī form of istifʿāl. 

  "Y8 "8 �M8"(8 �����    "Y "
 �"( ����  ,  "�"� �}"( ����  ,  "Y"� �1"( ����  ,  "5"( �3"( ����  ,  "� "M �N"( ���� 
For the māḍī majhūl there is a change of ḥarakah: the ا now gets a ḍammah; the ت gets 

a ḍammah as well; and the ع gets a kasrah. 

  "Y8�8 �M8 (8 �� ��    "Y �
 � ( �� �  ,  "��� �} ( �� �  ,  "Y�� �1 ( �� �  ,  "5�( �38 ( �� �  ,  "� �M �N ( �� � 

Muḍāriʿ 

For the muḍāriʿ the ا of the prefix is replaced by a ي with a fatḥah. The س remains with 

its sukūn; the ت has a fatḥah; the ف retains its sukūn; the ع gets a kasrah; and the ل gets 

a ḍammah. 

   Y8�8 �M8"(8 �}8 "b�     Y �
 �"( �}"b  ,   ��� �}"( �} "b  ,   Y�� �1"( �}"b  ,   5�( �3"( �}"b  ,   � �M �N"( �}"b 

Two changes from the maʿrūf form produce the majhūl: the ي gets a ḍammah, and the ع 

gets a fatḥah. 

8 �}8  b   Y8 "8 �M8"(�     Y "
 �"( �} b  ,   �"� �}"( �}  b  ,   Y"� �1"( �} b  ,   5"( �3"( �} b  ,   � "M �N"( �} b 

Amr and nahy 

The forms for amr and nahy both derive from the muḍāriʿ. For the amr the ي is 

replaced by an ا (which is anon-permanent hamzat al-waṣl) with a kasrah, and for the 

nahy the prefix ـ
َ
 ت

َ
 .takes its place ال

  �Y8�8 �M8"(8 �����    �Y �
 �"( ����  ,  ���� �}"( ����  ,  �Y�� �1"( ����  ,  �5�( �3"( ����  ,  �� �M �N"( ���� 

  �Y8�8 �M8"(8 �}8"I "l�    "l  ,  �Y�� �1"( �}"I "l  ,  �5�( �3"( �}"I "l  ,  �� �M �N"( �}"I "l �Y �
 �"( �}"I "l  ,  ���� �}"( �}"I 
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Maṣdar 

The maṣdar here takes the form َعال
ْ
 . ِاْسِتف

  #A�8 "8 �M8�(8 �����    #A "� ��( ����  ,  #= "\ �}�( ����  ,  #A�"� �1�( ����  ,  #2�"( �3�( ����  ,  #C� "M �N�( ���� 
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LESSON 25 

Infiʿāl 

The formation of the bāb ِفَعال
ْ
 involves the addition of a two-letter prefix at the ِان

beginning of the root letters of the māḍī form. They are a non-permanent ا with a 

kasrah, followed by a silent ن . 

 �:  �I  �)  "=  ِا 

 

Meaning 

We have come across the idea of muṭāwaʿah several times before. The subordinacy of 

which the concept speaks features nowhere as strongly as it does in this bāb of infiʿāl. 

To indicate subordinacy is the main purpose of this bāb. Thus, if  ََطع
َ
 means to cut, then ق

َطعَ 
َ
ق

ْ
َتَح  means to be cut. Similarly, if ِان

َ
َتَح  means to open, then ف

َ
ف

ْ
 .means to be opened ِان

 ","� "1 ��� "Z , "Y��" ��� ","�"y 
 "h"( "M ��� "Z , "2�"� ��� "h"( "Z 

Form 

This bāb uses the prefix of an ا and a ن . The ا of infiʿāl is a case of hamzat al-waṣl; in 

other words, it will fall away—in pronounciation, though not in writing—when joined. 

It will also not be written as an إ (alif-with-a-hamzah) but simpy as an ا . 

Ṣarf ṣaghīr 

Memorize this table well, but note that there is one prominent departure in this bāb 

from the previous abwāb. Unlike the previous abwāb, this bāb does not accommodate 

the passive voice. It does not have a majhūl form, neither for the māḍī nor for the 

muḍāriʿ. And following on from there, it does not have an ism al-mafʿūl either.  
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There is a good reason behind this. The purpose of the majhūl form is to show 

subordinacy to the verb in its maʿrūf form. For example, subordinacy (or as we call it, 

muṭāwaʿah) to the verb  َuَ
َ
comes in the form of its majhūl, i.e.  َuِ (to break) ك

ُ
 to be) ك

broken). Now what if a verb in its maʿrūf form is already indicating that muṭāwaʿah? 

Clearly, what is already subordinated cannot be further subordinated.  َuَ
َ
ك

ْ
 on the bāb  ِان

of infiʿāl, is identical in meaning to  َuِ
ُ
 it also means to be broken. Since it is already :ك

subordinate, there remains no reason for accommodating a majhūl form for  َuَ
َ
ك

ْ
  .  ِان

  "<  S "Z      ��_ �Q  � �Q" �j"�   ��_ "�  R �S$_�� "� 

 "Y " "M8����   Y� "M8�_ "b  'l� " �M8����  #Y� "M8�_  Q      �Y� "M8����  �Y� "M8�_8 "I "l 
 

Māḍī 

The māḍī is formed by adding the prefix ـ
ْ
 and keeping ,ف giving sukūn to the ,ِان

everything else with a fatḥah. 

  "Y8 "8 "M8�����   "Y "[ "M���� ,  ","� "1 ����  ,  ","Z "	����  ,  "h"( "M ����  ,  " "� "3���� 
Muḍāriʿ 

For the muḍāriʿ the ا is replaced by a ي with a fatḥah; the ن stays; the ع gets a kasrah; 

and the ل gets a ḍammah. 

8�_ "b   Y8�8 "M�   �Z "	�_ "b   ,   h�( "M�_ "b  ,   �� "3�_ "b  Y �[ "M�_ "b ,   ,�� "1�_ "b  ,   ,  

Amr and nahy 

The amr retains an ا with a kasrah similar to that of the māḍī, but its ع has a kasrah like 

that of the muḍāriʿ. Its ل carries a sukūn.  

  �Y8�8 "M8�����   ���� �Y �[ "M���� ,  �,�� "1 ����  ,  �,�Z "	����  ,  �h�( "M ����  ,  � �� "3 

The nahy uses the prefix ـ
َ
 ت

َ
 of the muḍāriʿ. For the ي of the māḍī or the ا instead of the ال

rest it is the same as the amr. 

  �Y8�8 "M8�_8 "I "l�   "l  ,  �h�( "M�_ "I "l  ,  � �� "3�_ "I "l �Y �[ "M�_ "I "l ,  �,�� "1�_ "I "l  ,  �,�Z "	�_ "I   
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Ism al-fāʿil 

The ism al-fāʿil uses the prefix of a م with a ḍammah. The rest of it is similar to the 

muḍāriʿ except for the fact that the ḥarakah of the ل is governed by the rules of naḥw. 

  #Y8�8 "M8�_  Q�   #Y �["M�_  Q ,  #,�� "1�_  Q  ,  #,�Z "	�_  Q  ,  #h�( "M�_  Q  ,  # �� "3�_  Q 
Maṣdar 

The maṣdar, of course, follows the form of the name of this bāb: ِفَعال
ْ
 . ِان

  #A�8 "8 �M8�����   #A� "[ �M���� ,  #K�"� �1 ����  ,  #K�"Z �	����  ,  #>�"( �M����  ,  #C� "}�3���� 
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